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ABSTRACT
The Paragraph: Design and Implementation of
the STAPL Parallel Task Graph. (May 2012)
Nathan Lee Thomas, B.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Lawrence Rauchwerger
Parallel programming is becoming mainstream due to the increased availability of mul-
tiprocessor and multicore architectures and the need to solve larger and more complex
problems. Languages and tools available for the development of parallel applications
are often difficult to learn and use. The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library
(stapl) is being developed to help programmers address these difficulties.
stapl is a parallel C++ library with functionality similar to stl, the ISO
adopted C++ Standard Template Library. stapl provides a collection of parallel
pContainers for data storage and pViews that provide uniform data access opera-
tions by abstracting away the details of the pContainer data distribution. Generic
pAlgorithms are written in terms of PARAGRAPHs, high level task graphs expressed as
a composition of common parallel patterns. These task graphs define a set of opera-
tions on pViews as well as any ordering (i.e., dependences) on these operations that
must be enforced by stapl for a valid execution. The subject of this dissertation is
the PARAGRAPH Executor, a framework that manages the runtime instantiation and
execution of stapl PARAGRAPHs.
We address several challenges present when using a task graph program repre-
sentation and discuss a novel approach to dependence specification which allows task
graph creation and execution to proceed concurrently. This overlapping increases
scalability and reduces the resources required by the PARAGRAPH Executor. We also
iv
describe the interface for task specification as well as optimizations that address issues
such as data locality. We evaluate the performance of the PARAGRAPH Executor on
several parallel machines including massively parallel Cray XT4 and Cray XE6 sys-
tems and an IBM Power5 cluster. Using tests including generic parallel algorithms,
kernels from the NAS NPB suite, and a nuclear particle transport application written
in stapl, we demonstrate that the PARAGRAPH Executor enables stapl to exhibit
good scalability on more than 104 processors.
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Parallel programming is becoming mainstream due to the increased availability of
multiprocessor and multicore architectures and the need to solve larger and more
complex problems. The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (stapl) [4, 5,
10–12, 52–54, 58] is being developed to help programmers address the difficulties of
parallel programming. stapl is a parallel C++ library with functionality similar, but
not limited to that of stl, the ISO adopted C++ Standard Template Library [42]. stl
is a collection of containers, iterators, and basic algorithms that can be used as high-
level building blocks for sequential applications. Analogous to stl, stapl provides
a collection of parallel and distributed pContainers and Views that provide uniform
data access operations by abstracting away the details of the particular pContainer
being used to store data. In addition to parallel equivalents of stl algorithms, stapl
provides a framework to develop new generic pAlgorithms using PARAGRAPHs, high
level task graphs written as a composition of common parallel patterns.
While stapl shares some features with previous efforts to simplify parallel pro-
gramming, there are several design decisions that uniquely position it. Previous
generic parallel programming efforts, such as PSTL [34], aimed to maintain stl com-
patibility. In contrast, stapl borrows heavily from the stl philosophy, but has cho-
sen to refine some of its interfaces to better suit programming for large scale parallel
systems.
Partitioned global address space (PGAS) languages [13, 15, 20, 59] help users ex-
plicitly manage data and work distribution to maximize performance. While there
This dissertation follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
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are some parts of stapl that are aware of an application’s data distribution, such
as the pContainers, stapl provides a programming model that does not require
application developers to manually manage locality. pViews (Section III.2) as well
as several techniques we present in this dissertation (Chapter VI) help achieve this
simplified programming interface.
Projects such as [9,15,20,26] have sought to efficiently exploit nested parallelism.
stapl also exploits nested parallelism, though it seeks to separate the algorithmic
expression of this hierarchical parallelism from its mapping onto a specific target
machine for a given program’s input. This decoupling increases both portability and
the library’s ability to accommodate input sensitive applications.
Finally, stapl has chosen to use a task graph based program specification, an
approach used by several other research efforts [22, 33, 36]. Instead of viewing algo-
rithms as a sequence of computation steps to transform input into output [19], these
approaches see them as a collection of tasks. A task performs some step of the com-
putation, performing work on an intermediate set of values to produce an output.
When one task produces some intermediate value required as an input to another
task, there exists a dependence between them. This dependence must be enforced,
requiring an ordering between the tasks, to ensure the expected output is produced.
Together these tasks and their dependences form a task graph.
The task graph representation is fundamental to describing parallelism; when
the tasks are single instructions and scalar data, one has a program representation
that expresses the fundamental limits of concurrency, independent of any given ar-
chitecture. However, this exact, fine grain representation is typically impossible to
maintain due to resource restrictions; the memory required to represent it offsets the
high degree of parallelism exposed. Next, the initialization of the representation at
runtime often exhibits poor scalability, reducing the performance of the parallel ap-
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plication employing it. Furthermore, task graph representations often have difficulty
mapping onto varying architectures with differing number of processing elements. In
addition to these portability issues, task graphs often struggle with dynamic appli-
cations, those whose task graph structure is dependent on the input data or partial
program results.
This dissertation describes the PARAGRAPH Executor, an infrastructure in stapl
that attempts to addresses some of these common problems with task graph based
representations. As we will see, the stapl programming model lends itself towards
managing the granularity of the application’s task graph. We also present techniques
to increase the scalability of graph creation, by overlapping this activity with task
graph execution. These approaches also prove useful to specify the task graphs of dy-
namic applications. Finally, we represent optimizations to the PARAGRAPH Executor
that place tasks on a system’s processors with knowledge of the input data’s distri-
bution.
I.1. Research Objective and Contributions
In order for the task graph approach to program specification to be practical for
parallel application development, the representation must be properly mapped to a
target system and capable of taking into account any runtime affects an application’s
input has on its structure. Translating the PARAGRAPH’s high level expression of the
stapl programmer’s intent into an efficient execution is the intent of our research.
The PARAGRAPH Executor infrastructure presented in this dissertation makes several
contributions towards this end:
• Support for dynamic, arbitrary task graphs. Input sensitive applications
often have portions of the task graph that cannot be fully specified prior to
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execution. We describe a taxonomy of task types that allows both data and
task level parallelism to be expressed in a unified manner. In order to maintain
scalability, we allow the creation of these tasks to proceed asynchronously with
regard to others, even those with which they share a dependence relationship.
PARAGRAPH initialization and execution proceed concurrently.
• Support for incremental task graph generation. Storing the complete,
runtime task graph of large applications can prove taxing on the system. The
more resources that are delegated to this representation, the less are available to
service the real computation. Additional incremental generation is needed for
some dynamic programs, where the amount of work that must be done cannot
be determined at compile time. To address this concern, we support incremental
graph generation, execution, and reclamation of utilized resources.
• Locality based optimizations. The placement of tasks on processing ele-
ments for execution is independent of the element that created the task, and
can be customized based on the computation and data to minimize latency.
After task placement, the method used to access the data is optimized based
on a dynamic inspection of the data distribution.
We utilize these contributions in both algorithms and full applications in the
evaluation chapter of this dissertation. In our experiments, we look at parallel equiv-
alents of common stl algorithms. We then consider a subset of the NAS parallel
benchmarks [7]. We finally present a full nuclear particle transport equation written
in stapl that also makes use of the PARAGRAPH Executor. Additionally, there are
many publications reporting on stapl components [4, 5, 10–12, 52–54, 58] that use
the PARAGRAPH Executor presented here to manage the execution of algorithms and
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applications that they present. Publications that are more directly related to this
dissertation are currently being prepared.
I.2. Outline
The remainder of this dissertation proceeds as follows. We begin with discussion
of related work in Chapter II. In Chapter III, we provided an overview the stapl
parallel library, the context in which this research occurs. We primarily focus on the
components that the PARAGRAPH Executor interacts with. The PARAGRAPH provides
the specifications for task graphs that must be executed. The pView describes the
data used by these tasks and gives the task graph locality information to aid in
efficient execution. Finally, the runtime system (RTS) assists in task execution and
abstracts communications through its remote method invocation facility (ARMI).
In Chapter IV, we discuss the interface of PARAGRAPH Executor beginning with
a description of its general form and hierarchical nature. We then formalize the prob-
lem of specifying dependences between tasks in Section IV.2, describing traditional
approaches as well as modifications we employ to enable overlapped task creation and
execution. In Section IV.3 we then describe the taxonomy of workfunctions used in
stapl to define the computation that tasks perform.
We turn our focus toward the implementations of the PARAGRAPH Executor in
Chapter V, describing the task creation and execution processes in Section V.3. These
activities drive the event driven edge container (described in Section V.5), the compo-
nent responsible for the maintenance and enforcement of task dependences as well as
the propagation of a computation’s intermediate values. We also discuss the runtime
system’s scheduler and the incremental reclamation of system resources that takes
place during the execution of the task graph.
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In Chapter VI, we outline several optimizations that are important for efficient
executions. Employing a customizable policy, task placement allows tasks to be mi-
grated from their locale of creation to another prior to execution, to address locality
and load balancing concerns. After task placement, view localization allows us to
optimize access to data, removing the overhead of the conservative approach initially
used when the relation between task and data distributions cannot be statically de-
termined.
We evaluate the performance of the PARAGRAPH Executor in Chapter VII, where
it is used to execute algorithms and applications written in stapl. We show exper-
imental results for stl equivalent algorithms and a subset of the NAS [7] parallel
benchmarks. We also look at a larger application employing stapl, from the domain





Many compilers use some form of task graph for internal program representation.
The Hierarchical Task Graph (HTG) [28] was implemented in the Parafrase-2 [45]
compiler as an intermediate form that encoded the data and control dependences of
an application in order to enable task parallelism. At each level of the graph hierarchy,
a task is a sequence of instructions; and tasks at the same level of the graph may be
executed in parallel if there is no dependence between them. HTGs allow nested task
parallelism; independent tasks at any level of the graph can be executed in parallel.
stapl task graphs employ this same hierarchical approach and can be seen as a form
of intermediate program representation, prior to mapping on the system for execution.
However, instead of being a static artifact, extracted from the application’s source,
our task graph is dynamic, and based on a direct graph specification by the developer
via a PARAGRAPH.
The Pegasus Workflow Management System [22] is a tool that coordinates the
execution of large-scale scientific applications across multiple platforms in different
locations. Pegasus handles the same operations as the stapl scheduler, which we
discuss in Section V.6. Workflows can be expressed using multiple tools that differ
in their level of abstraction. Pegasus is capable of handling explicitly specified work-
flows, Chimera [24] specifications, and CA [35] specifications. The first two levels of
specification correspond loosely to the explicit task creation and task factory specifi-
cation discussed in Section IV.3. The third is similar to a composition of task graphs
that the PARAGRAPH distills from the user. The Chimera system contains a collection
of data sets that represent the results of scientific computations. A scientist can query
the system and specify a new data set that are needed. Chimera uses its knowledge
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of the results it already has and the computations to perform on them to generate
a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The DAG can then be given to Pegasus or another
workflow management system to schedule the necessary computations. Though op-
erating at a much higher level than stapl, the general idea of using task graphs to
guide computation is the same.
Intel Concurrent Collections [14,36] allows a high level, dataflow-like description
of an application. An application developer expresses the data to be processed in
item collections, the computation to perform in step collections, and any control
dependence between step collections in tag collections. Each of these concepts is
referred to as a collection to emphasize that it is a set of distinct units. The step
instances contained in a step collection are the minimal execution unit and schedulable
entity, and item instances are the finest grain of communication that can occur in the
application. The result of the developer’s work is a model of the application that is
fine-grained. This model is then passed to a tuning expert, responsible for mapping
the computation onto the system for efficient execution. Note that this expert may
be either software that automates the process or a human that applies the necessary
transformations manually. The primary responsibility of the tuning expert is to group
items together into coarse-grained entities to minimize runtime overhead, and to place
them within a process for execution [41].
This decoupling of application specification and task preparation for execution is
the same approach we take in stapl. The PARAGRAPH created by the user expresses
the problem at high level. The pattern library present in PARAGRAPH then collaborates
with the PARAGRAPH Executor to create these tasks, using the task factories discussed
in Section IV.3.6. It is then the responsibility of the PARAGRAPH Executor to place
these tasks in system, enforce dependences, and enable access to intermediate data.
Intel Threading Building Blocks [33] (TBB) provides parallel primitives such as
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parallel for and parallel reduce, implemented using a split / join task pattern
similar to Cilk [26]. This task specification is dynamically specified either within the
pattern, or it can also be employed directly by the user. A recent version of the library
introduced a more general task graph class as a community preview feature. This class
is instantiated and then explicitly populated with nodes and edges. The behavior of a
node varies based on its type. There are nodes that execute user functions in addition
to nodes that simplify setting up different communication patterns. After a graph
is constructed it may be repeatedly executed. However, in contrast to our approach
this specification must be complete prior to the start of executing the task graph.
Algorithmic skeletons [17, 18, 21] are higher-order functions that implement the
structure of a parallel algorithm and accept functions that implement the operations
to be performed within the algorithm as arguments. An example of a skeleton is
reduce, which can be thought of as a parallel implementation of the STL accumulate
algorithm. The algorithm accepts a function object that implements the operation
to be applied on the elements to form the accumulation. How the code within the
algorithm is parallelized and how the partial results are combined to form the final
answer is hidden from the user. The DatTeL library [8] is a skeleton library for
C++ that implements parallel versions of the STL algorithms as skeletons using this
approach.
The task factories offered by the PARAGRAPH in collaboration with the PARAGRAPH
Executor infrastructure are similar in form to skeletons. stapl implements common
skeleton patterns such map, reduce, and prefix scan as factories. pAlgorithms use
these patterns to easily instantiate the PARAGRAPHs needed to perform the desired
computation. While user code written using skeletons is portable, the skeleton im-
plementation usually is not; skeletons are typically implemented using the native
run-time system or a low level API such as MP [51], and the implementation of
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each skeleton is independent of the others in a library. In contrast, both user code
and the task factory based pattern implementations are portable in stapl. The lat-
ter is achieved by dynamically selecting the granularity and placement of tasks in
the system, employing abstracted locality information provided by the pView. Note
that Intel Threading Building Blocks provides parallel for, parallel reduce, and
pipeline based algorithms which are skeletons whose implementations also use a
common, higher level of abstraction for their implementation.
Linda [27] and related tuplespace approaches [25, 39] are not manifestations of
the task graph based programming paradigm, but it bears some relation to our work
through its notion of a global, associative memory store. Users create entries in this
store, dubbed the tuplespace, and subsequently create tasks to evaluate these en-
tries. The result of this computation is written back to the tuplespace, where it can
be subsequently read by other processes before being explicitly removed. Therefore,
while there is a producer consumer pattern in use, the associated task graph is not
expressed to and subsequently managed by the library, but instead is manually man-
aged by the developer. The edge container, presented in Section V.5, also acts as a
logically shared storage for intermediate values, indexed by the task that created it.
However, we leverage knowledge available to us about task dependences, optimizing
the dissemination of intermediate values and automatically handling the retirement
of values that are no longer needed.
In a wider context, there is a relatively large body of work that has similar goals
to stapl. PSTL [34], POOMA [47], and stapl borrow from the stl philosophy,
i.e., they provide concepts such as containers, iterators, and algorithms. The Parallel
Standard Template Library (PSTL) had similar goals to stapl; it uses parallel itera-
tors as a parallel equivalent to stl iterators and provides some parallel algorithms and
containers. However, PSTL was focused on stl compatibility, while stapl extends
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stl by introducing additional parallel data structures and task graph specification of
generic parallel algorithms.
Projects like NESL [9], CILK [26], Split-C [20], Chapel [13], and X10 [15] provide
the ability to exploit nested parallelism. In addition to nested parallelism, stapl is
intended to automatically generate recursive parallelization without user interven-
tion. Several languages/libraries abstract shared memory machines, hiding the de-
tails of the data distribution from the user. Others provide the user with a partitioned
global address space (PGAS), including Split-C [20], X10 [15], Chapel [13], and Ti-
tanium [59]. In PGAS languages, memory accesses have different costs for local and
remote data. stapl provides a shared memory abstraction for the naive user while


























Fig. 1.: STAPL overview.
stapl [11, 46, 48, 58] is a framework for parallel C++ code development whose ma-
jor components are shown in Figure 1. Its core is a library of parallel algorithms
(pAlgorithms) and distributed data structures (pContainers) [52] that have inter-
faces similar to the (sequential) C++ standard library (stl) [42], as shown in Figure 2.
Analogous to stl algorithms that use iterators, stapl pAlgorithms are written in
terms of pViews so that the same algorithm can operate on multiple pContainers.






Fig. 2.: Parallels between STL and STAPL components.
which are graphs whose vertices are tasks and edges are dependences, if any ex-
ist, between tasks. A task includes both work (workfunctions) and data (from
pContainers, generically accessed through pViews). The PARAGRAPH Executor is
responsible for the runtime instantiation and execution of parallel computations rep-
resented by PARAGRAPHs. Nested parallelism can be created by invoking a pAlgorithm
from within a task.
III.1. pContainers
stapl pContainers are distributed, thread-safe, concurrent objects, i.e., shared ob-
jects that provide parallel methods that can be invoked concurrently. They are com-
posable and extendible via inheritance. Currently, stapl provides counterparts of all
stl containers (e.g., pArray, pVector, pList, pMap, etc.), and two pContainers that
do not have stl equivalents: parallel matrix (pMatrix) and parallel graph (pGraph).
pContainers consist of a set of bContainers, that are the basic storage components
for the elements, as well as distribution information that manages the distribution of
the elements across the parallel machine.
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pContainers provide methods corresponding to the stl container methods, and
some additional methods specifically designed for parallel use. For example, stapl
provides an insert async method that can return control to the caller before its
execution completes, or an insert anywhere that does not specify where an element
is going to be inserted and is executed asynchronously. While a pContainer’s data
may be distributed, pContainers offer the programmer a shared object view, i.e.,
they are shared data structures with a global address space. This is supported by
assigning each pContainer element a unique global identifier (GID) and by providing
each pContainer an internal translation mechanism that can locate, transparently,
both local and remote elements. The physical distribution of pContainer data can
be determined automatically by stapl or it can be user-specified.
III.2. pViews
Decoupling of data structures and algorithms is a common practice in generic pro-
gramming. stl, the C++ Standard Template Library, obtains this abstraction by
using iterators, which provide a generic interface for algorithms to access data that is
stored in containers. This mechanism enables the same algorithm to operate on mul-
tiple containers. In stl, different containers support various types of iterators that
provide appropriate functionality for the data structure, and algorithms can specify
which types of iterators they can use. For example, algorithms requiring write opera-
tions cannot work on input iterators and lists do not support random access iterators.
The major capability provided by the iterator is a mechanism to traverse the data of
a container.
The stapl pView [10] generalizes the iterator concept by providing an abstract
data type (ADT) for the data it represents. While an iterator corresponds to a single
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element, a pView corresponds to a collection of elements. Also, while an iterator
primarily provides a traversal mechanism, pViews provide a variety of operations as
defined by the ADT. For example, all stapl pViews support size() operations that
provide the number of elements represented by the pView. A stapl pView can provide
operations that return new pViews. For example, a pMatrix supports access to rows,
columns, and blocks of its elements through different pViews.
pViews have reference semantics, meaning that a pView does not own the actual
elements of the collection but simply references to them. The collection is typically
stored in a pContainer to which the pView refers; this allows a pView to be a relatively
light weight object as compared to a container. However, the collection could also be
another pView, or an arbitrary object that provides a container interface. With this
flexibility, the user can define pViews over pViews, and also pViews that generate
values dynamically, read them from a file, etc.
All the operations of a pView must be routed to the underlying collection. To
support this, a mapping is needed from elements of the pView to elements of the
underlying collection. This is done by assigning a unique identifier to each pView
element (assigned by the pView itself); the elements of the collection must also have
unique identifiers. Then, the pView specifies a mapping function from the pView’s
domain (the union of the identifiers of the pView’s elements) to the collection’s domain
(the union of the identifiers of the collection’s elements).
More formally, a pView V is a tuple
V def= (C,D,F ,O) (3.1)
where C represents the underlying typed collection, D defines the domain of V, F
represents the mapping function from V’s domain to C’s domain, and O is the set of
operations provided by V, which must also be supported by C.
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Table I.: stapl pViews and corresponding operations.
transform view implements an overridden read operation that returns the value
produced by a user specified function, the other operations depends on the pView the
transform pView is applied to. insert any refers to the special operations provided
by stapl pContainers that insert elements in unspecified positions.






array 1d pview ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
array 1d ro pview ✔ ✔ ✔
static list pview ✔ ✔
list view ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
matrix pview ✔ ✔ ✔
graph pview ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
strided 1D pview ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
transform pview ✔ - -
balanced pview ✔ ✔ ✔
overlap pview ✔ ✔ ✔
native pview ✔ ✔ ✔
repeated pview ✔ ✔ ✔
Note that we can generate a variety of pViews by selecting appropriate compo-
nents of the tuple. For instance, it becomes straightforward to define a pView over a
subset of elements of a collection, e.g., a pView of a block of a pMatrix or a pView
containing only the even elements of an array. As another example, pViews exist that
transform one operation into another. This is analogous to backinserter iterators in
stl in which a write operation is transformed into a pushback on a container.
Table I shows a list of some pViews available in stapl. These pViews are imple-
mented using the schema discussed above, and new pViews can be implemented and
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created in the same way. The native pView is a pView whose partitioned domain D
matches the data partition of the underlying pContainer, allowing data references to
it to be local. The balanced pView partitions the data set into a user specified number
of pieces. The sizes of the pieces differ by at most by one. This pView can be used to
balance the amount of work in a parallel computation. If stapl algorithms can use
balanced or native pViews, then performance is greatly enhanced.
III.3. PARAGRAPHs
PARAGRAPHs [50] are the building blocks of applications developed using stapl. They
simplify the development of parallel algorithms by allowing a developer to separate the
implementation of the individual operations of their algorithm from the specification
of the dependences between the operations. They allow developers to compose task
graphs that represent their application’s required computation.
Definition 1 (Task). A Task T is a pair (A,D) where A is an algorithm and D is
the data that represents the inputs and outputs of A.
Definition 2 (Task Graph). A task graph TG is a graph whose vertices are tasks,
and whose edges represent data dependences between the tasks.
In stapl, the algorithms used to create tasks are referred to as workfunctions
and the data used by a task is specified by pViews, as shown in Figure 3. Work-
functions can be relatively simple, primitive operations such as plus<T>(), which
has the same behavior as in stl. However, they can also be higher order functions
(i.e., receiving other workfunctions as inputs) to implement generic parallel patterns
such as map reduce. Tasks with higher order workfunctions are referred to as task






Fig. 3.: A stapl PARAGRAPH task.
Definition 3 (task factory). A task factory is defined as the tuple {SP,DP(O)},
where SP is a structural pattern and DP is a dependence pattern that is parameterized
by the tuple of operations, O, provided to the PARAGRAPH.
The structural pattern, SP, defines how many tasks are generated for a PARAGRAPH,
and which of these tasks can be predecessors of tasks in another task graph through
task graph composition. For every point in SP the dependence pattern, DP, generates
a specification of the task that should be created, including the operation from O to
be applied, the set of preceding tasks, and the number of successors.
While the PARAGRAPH Executor interfaces for implementing workfunctions are
described in Section IV.3 (with special attention given to task factories in Sec-
tion IV.3.6), we give two brief examples here of how stapl users express task graphs
in their code. Consider the source code shown in Figure 4 which computes the inner
product of two one dimensional views. The workfunction inner product wf is imple-
mented as a C++ function object, and the map reduce PARAGRAPH pattern is used. An
inner product() freestanding function which calls the workfunction with the view
and operation parameters is also provided. It can be used when the pAlgorithm is
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1 template<Op1 , Op2>
2 struct i nner p roduct w f
3 {
4 Op1 op1 ;
5 Op2 op2 ;
6 . . .
7 template<V1 , V2>
8 auto operator ( ) (V1 v1 , V2 v2 )
9 {




14 template<V1 , V2 , Op1 , Op2>
15 auto i nner p roduct (V1 v1 , V2 v2 , Op1 op1 , Op2 op2 )
16 {
17 inner product wf<Op1 , Op2> wf ( op1 , op2 ) ;
18 return wf ( v1 , v2 ) ;
19 }
Fig. 4.: The map reduce pattern used to implement inner product().
not passed as an argument to a higher order function but is instead invoked directly.
The PARAGRAPH for the inner product workfunction is shown in Figure 5, with Op1
set to multiplication and Op2 set to addition. The return values of the multiplication
tasks are passed as input to the first row of addition tasks. The addition tasks form
a tree which reduce to an output of a single element, representing the result of the
PARAGRAPH.
We can now use this inner product implementation as a building block to com-
pose a more complex workfunction, such as the one for matrix-vector multiplication,
as shown in Figure 6. Using the map pattern (named map func in stapl to avoid
ambiguity with the stl data structure), we employ inner product together with
20



















































Fig. 5.: The PARAGRAPH generated for inner product().
The map reduce pattern is employed, and map tasks are denoted with ”*” and flow
their outputs as input to reduction tasks denoted by ”+”. The final reduction task
produces the result of the PARAGRAPH computation.
both a row view of the 2D matrix and a repeated view of the vector to compute the
result 1D vector result.
The writer of matvec wf, perhaps without knowing it, has defined a hierarchical
task graph and expressed multiple levels of parallelism. The generated PARAGRAPH
shown in Figure 7 demonstrates how a stapl user can concisely create an exact
specification of a relatively complex dependence pattern.
Note that these PARAGRAPH specifications do not address the problem of mapping
the task graph onto any real machine for execution. Instead, they express the inherent
parallelism of the computation, independent of architectural parameters such as the
number of processors. These issues are left to the PARAGRAPH Executor, which pro-
vides support for PARAGRAPH runtime initialization, task partitioning, inter-task data
21
1 struct matvec wf
2 {
3 template<2DView , 1DView>
4 auto operator ( ) ( 2 Dview matrix , 1Dview vec )
5 {
6 return map func (
7 inner product wf<mu l t i p l i e s , plus >() ,
8 matrix . rows ( ) ,




Fig. 6.: Composing the matrix-vector multiplication workfunction.
propagation, and locality optimizations. We discuss the interface and implementation
of these features in the coming chapters.
III.4. The STAPL Runtime System
The stapl runtime system (RTS) is the only platform specific component of the
library that needs to be ported to each target. It provides a communication and
synchronization library (ARMI) [57], and a scheduler for PARAGRAPH tasks. The RTS
is not intended to be used directly by the stapl user.
The RTS provides locations as an abstraction of processing elements in a system.
A location is a component of a parallel machine that has a contiguous address space
and has associated execution capabilities (e.g., threads). Different locations can com-
municate exclusively through ARMI, the Adaptive Remote Method Invocation library,
which represents the communication layer of the RTS. Special types of objects, named
p objects, implement the basic concept of a shared object. The representative of a
22


















































































































Fig. 7.: The composed PARAGRAPH generated for matrix-vector multiplication.
A nested inner product PARAGRAPH is created for each row of the matrix and together
with a copy of the input vector. The results of these PARAGRAPHs are concatenated
by map func to form the result vector.
p object in each location has to register with the RTS to enable Remote Method
Invocations (RMIs) between the representative objects. RMIs enable the exchange
of data between locations and the transfer of the computation from one location to
another.
RMIs are divided into two classes: asynchronous RMIs and synchronous RMIs.
The former execute a method on a registered object in a remote location without
waiting for its termination, while the latter block waiting for the termination of the
invoked method. A mechanism is provided to asynchronously execute methods that
return values to the caller. As parallel machine sizes reach processor counts into
the millions, it becomes essential for algorithms to be implemented using only asyn-
chronous RMIs. In stapl, these operations implement computation migration, which
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allows scalability for very large numbers of processors. We also provide sync rmis
for completeness, but their use is discouraged. The RTS guarantees that requests
from a location to another location are executed in order of invocation at the source
location.
The RTS provides RMI versions of common aggregate operations. These prim-
itives come in two forms: one-sided, in which a single requesting location invokes
the execution of a method in all others, eventually receiving a result back, and col-
lective, in which all locations participate in the execution of the operation. All the
RMI operations, point-to-point, single-sided, and collective, are defined within com-
munication groups, thus enabling nested parallelism. Collective operations have the
same semantics as the traditional MPI collective operations. The provided operations
include broadcast, reduce, and fence. The fence operation, called rmi fence, when
completed, guarantees that no pending RMIs are still executing in the group where
it is called.
The RTS provides some optimizations to minimize bandwidth and reduce over-
head. The major techniques used are aggregation, that packs multiple requests to
a given location into a single message, and combining, that supports the repetitive
execution of the same method in a given location without incurring a large overhead
for object construction and function calls. Memory management and the number of
messages aggregated are managed by the RTS adaptively according to the application
needs.
Another RTS component, the scheduler, works with the PARAGRAPH Executor to
execute tasks created by the pAlgorithm specification provided by the PARAGRAPH.
Task are given to the scheduler once dependences have been satisfied, and it chooses
the next task to run by employing a customizable scheduling policy. At this point,
tasks can be assigned to execution threads and are considered independent. We will
24
discuss the scheduler in more detail in Chapter V when we present the implementation
of the PARAGRAPH Executor.
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CHAPTER IV
THE STAPL TASK GRAPH INTERFACE
As stated earlier, a stapl user is free to employ existing pAlgorithms as building
blocks when developing a new pAlgorithm. This programming model requires that
there be support for nested parallelism, as any task that a PARAGRAPH creates may
itself be a PARAGRAPH which describes another parallel task graph. This approach
leads to a hierarchical task graph program representation, as shown in Figure 8, that
must be efficiently created and executed by stapl. This runtime administration of
PARAGRAPHs is the responsibility of the PARAGRAPH Executor.
In this chapter, we begin by providing two useful definitions related to values
associated with data dependences and then look at the specification of these depen-
dences in a parallel task graph. We formalize the problem, breaking down the creation
of a task graph edge into a series of steps. We use this formalization two discuss two
previous approaches to the problem, and then define our approach. We then turn our
focus to the specification of tasks, describing various workfunctions concepts orga-
nized into a taxonomy, giving examples of each. We finally describe annotations that
workfunction writers can employ to modify the behavior of input view parameters.
IV.1. Defining Dependence Value Propagation
Tasks receive data associated with a dependence as a parameter, via a pView, to
their workfunction. In stapl this information can be propagated between tasks
in one of two ways, as illustrated in Figure 9. First, two tasks with a dependence
between them can be ecreated with views referring to the same pContainer. Changes
to elements in the predecessor task’s view parameters will be available to successor





  v1 = pAlg1(...);
  v2 = pAlg2(...);
  v3 = pAlg3(v1, v2);







Fig. 8.: PARAGRAPH instantiation and task graph execution.
(a) User algorithm invocations instantiate PARAGRAPHs which create (b) a graph of












(b) return value propagation
Fig. 9.: Data dependence value propagation.
to signal satisfaction of the dependence to the successor and not to propagate the
intermediate value. Alternatively, intermediate values can be communicated by the
return value of the workfunction, with propagation occurring in a manner more akin
to functional programming [31]. Successors specify their dependence on this value
using functions we describe later. In this case, the PARAGRAPH Executor must both
signal the successor task and propagate the intermediate value.
Importantly though, regardless of how the value is propagated, the successor’s
workfunction receives the argument in the same manner (i.e., its formal parameters
remain unchanged). In fact, both approaches can be used simultaneously within
a task graph. Despite this uniform treatment at the workfunction level, these two
approaches require different support from the PARAGRAPH Executor. Therefore, in
this dissertation when discussing our implementation, we will refer to dependences
using the pContainer based approach as signal edges and the functional approach as
value flowed edges.
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IV.2. Overlapping Graph Creation and Execution
A key contribution of the PARAGRAPH Executor is the capability it provides to overlap
task graph creation and execution. These two logically separate activities are able
to proceed concurrently on each location of the distributed computation. In this
section, we present the design decisions of this asynchronous model for the task graph
container and discuss its ramifications on the programming interface the PARAGRAPH
Executor provides to PARAGRAPH writers.
IV.2.1. Formalizing the Dependence Specification
Consider the following dependence of task T2 on task T1 which we wish to represent
in a program:
T1 → T2
We can divide each task into the creation activity (TCi) and the execution activ-
ity (TExeci). Additionally, we denote the dependence edge creation activity as TEdge1,2 .
Given this notation, we can specify the minimal constraints which define the funda-
mental partial ordering that must be enforced during the program execution by any
implementation as shown in Figure 10.
Clearly, each task’s creation must precede it’s own execution. Additionally, the
tasks’ execution activity ordering is simply an enforcement of the original, user spec-
ified dependence. Finally, the dependence creation must occur prior to TExec2, so
that this execution activity can be properly notified of the completion of TExec1 (and
receive any value flowed on the edge). Requiring additional ordering constraints in-
volving TEdge1,2 is typically necessary to deal with constraints of real systems. For






Fig. 10.: Minimal ordering constraints in the presence of a dependence.
storing its completion status), the program must know that all successor edges have
been created and subsequently traversed (i.e., notified). This implies at least some
part of the TEdge1,2 activity has completed prior to this retirement, which is typically
first considered immediately after TExec2.
IV.2.2. Previous Approaches to Dependence Creation
Our design of the task graph is motivated by the limitations of two common ap-
proaches to task specification in parallel applications. The first approach is to serialize
these activities, usually with a global barrier between creation and execution phases
to ensure a globally consistent state. This approach may employ an iterative pro-
cess (e.g., refine the tasks and dependences between execution timesteps), but these
two activities remain serial. Stated more formally, this approach adds the following
constraints to those listed in Figure 10:
∀i ∀j TCi → TExecj
∀i ∀j∀k TEdgei,j → TExeck
Depending on the implementation, there may be additional restrictions. For
example, if one or both vertices must exist in the graph prior to dependence cre-
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ation, this must be enforced in some manner. If both must exist, then the following
constraint is added, enforcing that all tasks be created prior to the creation of any
edges:
∀i ∀j∀k TCi → TEdgej,k
This technique is often employed by large scale, distributed scientific applications.
Intel Concurrent Collections [36] [14] and Pegasus [22] also fall in this broad category.
While this method is effective for certain classes of relatively static computations and
exhibits good scalability within the phases, it suffers several drawbacks:
• Global synchronizations are an overhead that limit parallelism. Funda-
mentally, global synchronizations are used when either insufficient dependence
information is available to employ point-to-point synchronization or when en-
forcing the exact dependences is too taxing on resources (e.g., saturation of the
communication subsystem). The former is usually the case, and we will show
how the interface to the PARAGRAPH Executor addresses this issue, removing
the need for this collective synchronization.
• Dynamic computations are hard to define in this model. A task graph
where sections cannot be created without prior, partial execution require addi-
tional effort (i.e., iteration over the two phases).
• Sufficient memory must be allocated to store the task graph in its
entirety prior to the start of execution. This limits the amount of memory
available to the actual computation. As we discuss later, the overlapping of
creation and execution enables incremental generation, giving stapl the ability
to throttle the memory requirements of the task dependence graph.
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A second previous approach, which we refer to as deferred task creation, enables
new tasks to be created concurrently with task execution. This functionality, however,
usually comes at the expense of the direct specification of dependences between tasks.
Since no edges are supported in the graph, the TEdgei,j activity is nonexistent in this
context. This is not to say that dependences cannot be indirectly specified. Instead
the dynamic task creation feature must be employed by the user to defer creating a
task until all predecessors have finished executing; typically the last statement in a
predecessor is to create the successor task. Stated more formally, for the dependence
T1 → T2, the following constraint must be added to those in Figure 10:
TExec1 → TC2
This approach has several weaknesses:
• Level of abstraction of the programming model is lowered. The specifi-
cation of the computation a task performs becomes unnecessarily coupled with
the expression of how it relates to the overall execution.
• Critical path is increased. The critical path of the execution is fundamen-
tally increased by requiring TE1 → TC2 . Even if we lack the resources to execute
these tasks in parallel, this dependence detracts from our ability to better over-
lap useful work with communication latency. As this latency grows substantially
in a large, distributed system, it becomes necessary to allow at least some of
TC2 to precede the completion of the predecessor’s execution. For this reason,
a pure version of this dynamic approach is not typically seen outside shared
memory systems with a relatively small degree parallelism.
• Indirect specification of producer / consumer relationships. Without
explicit dependence edges to flow values between tasks, producer / consumer
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relationships are usually handled indirectly via shared storage (i.e., tasks com-
municate via side effects). In shared memory this can lead to unnecessary
locking (due to multiple consumers and memory reuse). In distributed systems,
it can lead to memory consistency [3] issues that must be managed, as the value
propagation and task creation may occur asynchronously.
Some dynamic task libraries that fall into this broad category, such as current
TBB release [32] and Cilk [26], offer some additional, limited support to enforce or-
dering in the form of of continuations or joins. These mechanisms allow a parent task
to be notified when tasks it created have completed. However, arbitrary dependence
graphs still cannot be specified, and the user’s programming model becomes even
further intertwined with dependence specification.
IV.2.3. Our Approach to Dependence Creation
The key modification made to the previous approaches by the PARAGRAPH Executor
is to divide the edge specification activity (TEdgei,j) and fuse part of it with with
source creation (TCi) as well as target creation (TCj ). For example, by specifying the
out-degree with source creation and the in-degree with target creation, we provide
sufficient information to guide the retirement and dependence notification processes,
respectively. Using this technique, we allow task creation and execution to proceed
concurrently. Below we describe several candidate approaches, based on different
divisions of the TEdgei,j activity.
• Source exact, target count. In this approach, consumers specify all the tasks
on which they depend during task creation, while producers need only specify
their out-degree. The task graph implementation must use this information to
create the edge, guaranteeing the source task is not retired until the specified
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number of targets have created the edge and received notification along with
any data flow. Specifically, initialization communication is required from the
location where the consumer will execute to the producer’s location, requesting
it to be notified when this predecessor has completed. Hence, the parameters
to task creation take the following form:
add task(identifier, task, list < source id >, out degree)
• Source count, target exact. Here, we reverse the requirements of the previ-
ous case, with producers specifying an exact list of consumers, while consumers
specify their in-degree. Again, it is left to the implementation to create the
edge that enforces dependences and guides task retirement. An additional issue
that must be addressed is the order in which input from multiples predecessors
should be passed to a task’s workfunction invocation. While this is explicitly
set when the target specifies the exact list (the ordering of the list is the speci-
fication of the parameter order), here this ordering must be defined in another
manner. For example, source tasks could be required have to specify the pair
<task id, parameter index> for each target during creation. In this case, the
parameters to task creation are as follows:
add task(identifier, task, in degree, list < target id, paramater index >)
• Source exact, target exact. This approach requires the user to provide
complete edge specification twice, when both the source and target of the de-
pendence are created. This precise information enables us to forgo the initializa-
tion communication and parameter ordering requirements of the two previous
approaches. The yields the following parameter list:
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add task(identifier, task, list < source id >, list < target id >)
• Source count, target count, separate add edge(). Alternatively, we can
separate exact dependence specification completely from either task’s creation.
Sources only specify outdegree (to avoid premature retirement) and targets only
specify in degree (to disable immediate execution). A third, independent activ-
ity, which can be initiated from any location in the distributed computation,
specifies the exact dependence using an interface with a form like the following:
add task(identifier, task, in degree, out degree)
add edge(source id, target id, parameter index)
Of course, this is not an exhaustive list of possible implementations. For example,
degree counts could be removed from vertex creation altogether, relying on explicit
user action for making tasks runnable and retiring computed values. However, this
starts a move towards complete user management of the task graph, something which
is neither desirable nor practical in large applications. Such activities are better left
to a task dependence system such as the PARAGRAPH Executor.
All of the approaches we enumerate above can coexist within stapl, with users
specifying the policy to use for each instantiated task graph. We have chosen to focus
our implementation efforts on the source exact, target count approach first. We made
this decision because it avoids the incoming edge ordering problem, simplifying the
external interface. While this approach may require some additional setup communi-
cation for the graph, we have found that the overlapped design is effective in hiding
the associated latency and is able to maintain good scalability. Later, we describe
the implementation of this approach and discuss how the design is affected by the
nondeterminism of task placement in a distributed computation.
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In the future, we plan to investigate the merits of the other approaches. For ex-
ample, it would be interesting to see if the source execute, target execute specification
would further improve scalability. Even if the latency of source count, target exact
can be completely hidden, removing unnecessary communication will reduce the pos-
sibility of network saturation. For heavily used task graph patterns, even marginal
performance improvements would warrant the additional, one-time specification effort
required of the PARAGRAPH writer.
Finally, note that stapl can also be used to express task graphs in the manner
prescribed by the two previous approaches. For example, adding a task with no input
edges and an out degree set to 0 causes the PARAGRAPH Executor to behave similarly
to the deferred task creation model. The task can perform computation and then
spawn its successor tasks prior to termination, using workfunction interfaces discussed
in Section IV.3.4. This flexibility allows seamless interoperability and incremental
redesign of existing task graph specifications.
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Basic SPMD Static Dynamic Incremental
Task Factories
Data Parallelism Task Parallelism
pBFS Functionstapl::plus<T>
Fig. 11.: Workfunction taxonomy with examples.
IV.3. Task Workfunctions
In the stapl library, workfunctions define the computation that a task will perform,
given the dataset defined by its input views. They also specify how the results of this
computation are propagated to the rest of the program, whether it be via side effects
(i.e., mutating the input views), the functional approach (i.e., restricting state changes
to return values), or a mixture of the two. They are implemented as C++ function
objects, with templated function operators. They preferably forgo member data
(i.e., all initial state specified via function operator parameters), with incremental
workfunctions (Section IV.3.5) being the notable exception.
In this section, we explore the various types of workfunctions available in stapl,
guided by a taxonomy of their different behaviors and providing example usages. We
then describe an example view modifier directive, which workfunctions can use to
define the access requirements of incoming edge data.
The stapl workfunction taxonomy is shown in Figure 11. Briefly stated, the
basic and SPMD concepts vary the initialized degree of parallelism within a task,
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with the latter detailing the support for data parallelism. Generally, stapl users
will only create basic workfunctions, with the latter concept mainly existing as an
internal building block for PARAGRAPHs. Next to be discussed are static and dynamic
workfunctions, which define how both implicit and explicit task parallelism can be
created as tasks execute. Incremental workfunctions refine the dynamic workfunction
concept and are useful when a workfunction creates a large amount of new, asyn-
chronous work. Finally, task factories bring together several of these concepts and















Fig. 12.: Task with a basic workfunction.
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1 template<T>
2 struct p lus
3 // op t i ona l , both are d e f a u l t b ehav ior .
4 : public bas ic wf , public s t a t i c w f
5 {
6 template<typename RefLhs , typename RefRhs>
7 T operator ( ) ( RefLhs lhs , RefRhs rhs ) const
8 {
9 return l h s + rhs ;
10 }
11 } ;
Fig. 13.: Example of a basic workfunction.
IV.3.1. Basic Workfunctions
Figure 12 shows the structure of a task employing a basic workfunction. It has
only one explicit thread of computation at the initiation of execution. As we will
see when we discuss dynamic workfunctions, basic workfunctions are not prohibited
from creating additional explicitly asynchronous tasks during task execution. They
may also implicitly specify nested parallelism by invoking a parallel algorithm during
execution. An example of simple basic workfunction source code, implementing the
stapl equivalent of std::plus, is shown in Figure 13. Note that we use base classes
to both tag workfunctions with the taxonomy concepts they adhere to and to provide
associated methods. However, in this case it is unnecessary, as basic is the default
behavior, and it offers no methods to the workfunction writer.
The writers of basic workfunctions are, intrinsically unaware of the locality of
their input views. Instead, stapl chooses a location on which to execute this work,
usually in an effort to maximize locality (see Section VI.1).
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Table II.: SPMD workfunction types and operations.
Types Description





Location rank identifier of a workfunction in-
stance running inside an SPMD task.
size t
get num locations();
The number of workfunction instances run-
ning concurrently inside an SPMD task.
IV.3.2. SPMD Workfunctions
SPMD workfunctions are the basic building block for data parallelism in stapl and
are primarily used to implement PARAGRAPH task factories IV.3.6. Explicit par-
allelism exists in these tasks from initialization until termination, with multiple in-
stances of the workfunction executing concurrently. Both the degree of parallelism
and the distribution of these threads on execution locations are not user specified;
instead these choices are made by stapl, the manner in which we discuss below.
There are, however, interfaces allowing the user to query information about the logi-
cal processors in the task and the data locality of views passed to the workfunction.
These interfaces are outlined in Tables II and III.
Table II shows the information provided to the user about the nature of the
parallel task, namely the degree of parallelism and the rank of the current workfunc-
tion instance. As with all other tasks in stapl, SPMD tasks represent a separate
and distinct execution context from other tasks. The logical location running the
workfunction instances are placed on physical execution units by the stapl runtime
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system, which also maintains the mapping of this virtual to physical relationship. An
important effect of this virtual execution context is that it defines the default locations
on which pContainers are defined when created in an SPMD workfunction; the data
of parallel containers will be distributed among the physical locations on to which
logical processors are mapped, in a manner defined by the pContainer distribution.
View input arguments to SPMD tasks are passed in full to every concurrent
instance of the workfunction, regardless of the data distribution of the underlying
container. However, these views are required to provide users some information re-
garding the locality of elements, as outlined in Table III. This information is key
for SPMD workfunctions, as its writer (who has chosen to be directly aware of paral-
lelism) must partition the work explicitly between the concurrent threads, presumably
with a goal of minimizing the latency of view element accesses. When invoked within
an SPMD workfunction instance, the local elements() method returns a new view
over the subset of the elements in the domain of the original input view. This view
includes only those elements whose access latency is lower on this instance’s phys-
ical execution location than any other location with related workfunction instances
running. Stated more formally, given the standard view definition:
v ≡ (c, d, fmap, o) (4.1)
with the domain d defined as a finite set of elements,
d ≡ {d0, d1, d2, ..., d|d|−1} (4.2)
and the set of physical execution locations Locp on to which the SPMD task’s logi-
cal locations Locl are mapped (available to the view via the physical location()
method of the runtime, which we denote as floc map),
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Locl ≡ {ll0 , ll1 , ll2, ..., lln−1}
floc map−−−−→ Locp ≡ {lp0, lp1 , lp2, ..., lpn−1} (4.3)
the view, must define a partition of its domain, denoted as Dpart:
Dpart ≡ {{da, db, dc}, {di, dj, dk}, ...}, |Dpart| ≡ Locl (4.4)
The view accomplishes this by using a locality metric, denoted below as flatency.
This measure is created in tandem with both the collection and the runtime, and is
used to measure the relative cost to access an element from a given location. Using
this function, the partition is formed by placing a domain element dk into the subset
Dparti , where i denotes a logical SPMD location and is chosen as follows:
Min
i∈Locl
flatency(fmap(dk), floc map(i)) (4.5)
Hence view.local elements(), when invoked by the SPMD workfunction run-
ning on location lli , returns a view as defined shown below:
vlocal elementsi ≡ (Dparti , d′, f ′map, o′) (4.6)
Note that the domain, mapping function, and operations of vlocal elements are left
to the view implementor to define as they see fit. Commonly the view has a domain
of [0.. |Dparti | − 1], an identity mapping function, and is typically limited to read
operations.
The locality induced partitioning returned by local elements() is not guaran-
teed to be exact; a workfunction instance subset may include elements not strictly
contained in or nearest to its physical execution location. In fact, in the presence of
composed containers, such a strict partitioning of elements may not be possible, as the
elements of the view may themselves be views over containers distributed over mul-
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Table III.: View types and operations for SPMD workfunctions.
Types Description
typedef ... locality aware view t; Optional type that signals request for view
type transformation for locality awareness
that will be applied during task creation.
typedef ... local domain view t; View to represent a subset of the domain the
this view. Concept of view is implementation
defined. Provided by either input view or af-
ter locality aware view transformation.
Methods Description
local domain view t
local elements(void);
Return view over subset of domain(), rep-
resenting elements that have highest locality
with the location running this SPMD work-
function instance. Provided by either input
view or after locality aware transformation.
tiple locations. Furthermore, even if possible, maintaining this locality information
in the view may itself require computation (i.e., collections with complex, non-closed
form data distributions). Hence, when the view deems it infeasible to return precise
information, it may return imprecise information, possibly at the expense of reducing
the workfunction writer’s ability to optimize for latency (task placement mitigates
this somewhat, see Section VI.1). In any case, however, the view must provide the
SPMD workfunction a proper partition (i.e., each element appears in exactly one
instance’s local elements() return value).
The view can request aid in computing this locality information, by specify-
ing an optional transformation on itself to be performed as part of task creation
process (discussed in more detail in Section V.3.3). If the view defines the type
locality aware view t, then an instance of it is constructed with the original view
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1 struct c oun t f i v e
2 : public spmd wf
3 {
4 template<typename View>
5 s i z e t operator ( ) ( View view ) const
6 {
7 s i z e t cnt = 0 ;
8
9 for ( s i z e t &x : view . l o c a l e l emen t s ( ) )
10 i f ( view [ x ] == 5)
11 ++ cnt ;
12
13 return cnt ;
14 }
15 } ;
Fig. 14.: Example of an SPMD workfunction.
as a parameter. This construction process gathers locality information; and it is
this new, transformed view that is passed to the workfunction, with the required
local elements() functionality. More formally, given the initial SPMD input view
vi, the function flocality is defined as:
flocality ≡ vi :: locality aware view t (4.7)
Applied at task creation, the transformed view passed to the SPMD workfunc-
tion, vloc aware, is defined by the application of flocality that changes the initial set of
operations o as shown below:
vi ≡ (c, d, f, o)
flocality−−−−→ vloc aware ≡ (c, d, f, o ∪ local elements) (4.8)

























Fig. 15.: Task with an SPMD workfunction.
of a value within the input view. Using local elements(), the work is distributed
between the various concurrent instances of the workfunction. The task formed by
this specification is shown in Figure 15. Note the handling of the return values
from multiple workfunction instances; the output edge of the task is a view over the
concatenation of these values.
We have not discussed in detail how the degree of parallelism in an SPMD work-
function is determined. Indeed, this is an area of ongoing work. When an SPMD task
is created within a basic task, it employs a single logical thread in the current im-
plementation. This restriction is not an inherent limitation of our design, but rather
a simplification employed due to code development time constraints. We discuss the
behavior of a nested SPMD invocation in Section IV.3.6. In short, they inherit the
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1
2 struct sub s t r ing count
3 : public bas ic wf , public s t a t i c w f
4 {
5 template<typename View0 , typename View1>
6 auto operator ( ) ( View0 str , View1 sub ) const
7 {
8 // us ing s t a p l : : count
9 return count ( over lap ( s tr , sub . s i z e ()−1) , sub ) ;
10 }
11 } ;
Fig. 16.: Example of a static workfunction.
degree of parallelism from the enclosing task. Generally speaking, though, this pa-
rameter should be chosen with information from the runtime scheduler (e.g., current
processor loads), and information from the view about current data locality (data
migration may be desired to balance load while minimizing latency). The view, with
the help of the underlying container, can provide the set of physical locations on which
the elements it references are distributed. Importantly though, due to the abstract
interfaces provided to the SPMD workfunction writer, this decision process and the
implementation can be refined over time without requiring changes to existing user
code.
IV.3.3. Static Workfunctions
Static workfunctions have a logically fixed degree of parallelism from the perspective
of their implementors. No interface is provided to this user to explicitly create more
concurrent tasks over those initialized when the task was created (e.g., SPMD work-
functions). Similar to basic workfunctions, static is the default behavior of stapl
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workfunctions and is assumed so even if no base class is inherited to explicitly select
this concept.
Figure 16 shows code for a static workfunction which implements substring oc-
currence counting. The workfunction writer can remain unaware of the fact that the
function stapl::count() is actually a parallel algorithm written with the map reduce
pattern. As depicted in Figure 17, a nested task graph is transparently spawned
(count() is expressed as a factory workfunction which we will describe shortly), and










Fig. 17.: Task with a static workfunction.
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IV.3.4. Dynamic Workfunctions
Dynamic workfunctions are the fundamental primitive providing task parallelism sup-
port in stapl. They extend the functionality of their static counterparts by giving
the workfunction writer the ability to explicitly create new concurrent tasks in the
currently running task graph. Both explicit dependences and producer / consumer
(i.e., data flow) relationships can be defined for these new tasks. These edges may
involve any other task in the task graph, regardless of whether it has been created
or executed yet. Furthermore, tasks involved with these edges can be created and
executed on different locations.
The public interface of class dynamic wf is summarized in Table IV. Methods
are provided to create new tasks as well as provide ingoing and outgoing edge infor-
mation as described in Section IV.2. Specifically, add task receives the outdegree via
the n succs parameter. Furthermore, consume() is used to create incoming edges
with data flow, while wait() specifies dependences with no value to passed to the
new task’s workfunction.
Figure 18 shows a small example of a dynamic workfunction. Two new tasks are
added to the task graph. The first is forwarded the running task’s input parameters,
while the second receives the values of both the current task and the first spawned
task. Figure 19 illustrates the dependence graph created by these operations. Again,
note the flexibility in task creation. Namely, the created tasks can depend on any
other task in the task graph, regardless of whether or not it has been executed or
even created yet. The newly created task can even depend on the task that creates it
(as shown in the example in Figure 18). Furthermore, if the user specifies the explicit
value of tid1 (a prototype of add task() exists do so), the order of the two task
creation statements can even be switched.
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Table IV.: Dynamic workfunction operations.
Types and Metafunctions Description
task id t Indexes the tasks in a task graph.
template 〈T〉 edge reference; reference type used when specifying consump-
tion of single task (see consume()).
template 〈T〉 edge view; View type for aggregated task consumption.
Methods Description
template 〈WF, VW0, ...〉
task id t
add task(WF, n succs, VW0, ...);
Create new task in task graph with specified
workfunction and views. Set successor count
to n succs. Return task id of this new task.
task id t
task id(void)





Construct reference, representing value by
produced by task, suitable as parameter to
add task(). Implicitly creates dependence.
template〈T〉
array 1D view〈T〉
consume(array 1D view〈task id t〉);
Similar to above, except specify multiple
tasks’ values to consume and return a view
which aggregates their values together.
implementation defined
wait(task id it);
Passed like view parameter to add task(),
explicitly force new task execution to wait un-
til specified task is finished. No value passed
to new task’s workfunction.
implementation defined
wait(array 1D view〈task id t〉);
Similar to above, instead provide list of tasks
to complete prior to executing the new task.
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1 template<T>
2 struct my dynamic wf
3 : public dynamic wf
4 {
5 template<typename RefLhs , typename RefRhs>
6 T operator ( ) ( RefLhs lhs , RefRhs rhs ) const
7 {
8 t a s k i d t t id1 = add task ( plus<T>() , 1 , lhs , rhs ) ;
9
10 add task (
11 mu l t i p l i e s<T>() , 1 ,
12 consume<T>( t a s k i d ( ) ) ,
13 consume<T>( t id1 ) ) ;
14
15 return minus<T>()( lhs , rhs ) ;
16 }
17 } ;
Fig. 18.: Example of a dynamic workfunction.
IV.3.5. Incremental Workfunctions
Incremental workfunctions refine the dynamic workfunction, allowing a task to divide
execution across multiple, successive invocations. The stapl runtime scheduler will
periodically re-invoke an incremental task, querying it after each invocation as to
whether or not it has completed all it wishes to do (see the incremental concept in
Figure 20). Note that the same effect could be synthesized by using a dynamic work-
function that first did some incremental work and then injected a modified version
of itself back into the task graph (via add task()). However, since it is a common
pattern in task graph specification, we codify the concept in the taxonomy and allow
workfunction writers to explicitly annotate this behavior as it useful information to


































Fig. 19.: A dynamic workfunction creating new tasks.
Incremental workfunctions enable stapl to manage the amount of a task graph
stored in memory. Encapsulated in such a workfunction is the knowledge of the shape
of some portion (or all) of the task graph, whose creation can be divided into multiple
phases. By design, no guarantee is made as to exactly when each re-invocation
happens. Each execution is subject to the scheduler employed by the associated
executor. In fact by default, incremental tasks’ re-executions are deferred until after
all other tasks have been finished, in an effort to minimize the memory overhead of
the task graph. However, some task schedulers may choose to re-invoke more often,
to increase the window of the task graph it has available for better optimization and
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1 struct i n c r ementa l w f
2 : public dynamic wf
3 {
4 bool f i n i s h ed (void ) const ;
5 } ;
Fig. 20.: The incremental workfunction concept.
ordering decisions.
While incremental workfunctions typically exist primarily to spawn additional
tasks (that will produce data for consumers further down in the task graph), it is
valid for incremental tasks to have outgoing edges, with other tasks in the task graph
depending directly on them. When this occurs, these successors will not executed
until all re-invocations of the incremental task have completed. If produced data is
flowed to consumers, the return value of the last invocation of the workfunction is
the instance of this data which will be propagated to consumers.
In Figure 21, we show the implementation of a simple incremental workfunction.
The task will be invoked twice, creating a total of three new tasks forming a small
section of a task graph as illustrated in Figure 22. In addition to the finished()
member function, there is another key difference with the workfunctions we have
previously discussed, namely the presence of data members at the mutable property of
the function operator (e.g., it is not const-qualified). This allows successive invocation
of the workfunction to store some state about what it has done so far in previous
executions.
Even in this trivial example, the utility of incremental workfunctions is clear.
This one task encodes the work and dependence information of four tasks (i.e., itself
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1 struct my inc wf
2 : public i n c r ementa l w f
3 {
4 int m x ;
5 t a s k i d t m l a s t t i d ;
6
7 my inc wf ( t a s k i d t t0 )
8 : m x (0 ) , m l a s t t i d ( t0 )
9 { }
10
11 bool f i n i s h ed (void ) const
12 { return m x = = 2 ; }
13
14 template<typename View>
15 typename View : : va lu e type
16 operator ( ) ( View vw)
17 {
18 typedef typename View : : va lu e type va lu e t ;
19
20 m l a s t t i d = add task ( plus<va lu e t >() , 1 ,
21 vw [m x ] ,
22 consume<va lu e t >(m l a s t t i d ) ) ;
23
24 i f (++m x = = 2)
25 add task ( mu l t ip l e s<va lu e t >() , 1 ,
26 consume<va lu e t >(this−>t a s k i d ( ) ) ,
27 consume<va lu e t >(m l a s t t i d ) ) ;
28
29 return vw [m x ] ;
30 }
31 } ;

























Fig. 22.: Two successive invocations of an incremental workfunction.
and the three spawned tasks), and reduces the memory overhead of the task graph by
deferring their creation until this section of the graph is reached. Despite this benefit,
no restrictions are placed on the dependence edges for these newly formed tasks; they
may be both producers and consumers for other tasks anywhere in the task graph,
both from within and outside the newly created subgraph. In the next section, we
show how task factories use this concept to incrementally create and execute entire









Fig. 23.: The task factory creating a nested task graph.
IV.3.6. Task Factories
Task factory workfunctions combine the functionality of SPMD and dynamic work-
function concepts, yielding a powerful tool for distributing the initialization and ex-
ecution of task graphs in stapl programs. Factories encapsulate common parallel
programming patterns (e.g., reduce, prefix scan, etc.), and are responsible for cre-
ating the runtime tasks that implement their behavior. Furthermore, factories can
implement the incremental workfunction concept, enabling the distributed computa-
tion to begin execution without requiring the entire task graph to be initialized.
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1 struct t a s k f a c t o r y w f
2 : public spmd wf ,
3 public i n c r ementa l w f
4 {
5 void s e t r e s u l t t a s k ( t a s k i d t ) const ;
6 } ;
Fig. 24.: The task factory concept.
Since factories typically spawn a large number of tasks that are logically related,
they serve as a natural place to transition from one level in a stapl program’s hier-
archical task graph representation to another. For the PARAGRAPH Executor user
interface, the primary effect is task identifier scoping semantics. Usually, newly
spawned tasks are assigned task identifiers in the scope of its parent. Similarly, if
this new spawned task is itself dynamic, then its children will exist in this same
identifier scope. In contrast, factories logically exist in two identifier scopes. At the
level at which they are spawned, they appear as any other task, consuming data via
input edges and producing values on an output edge. However, the factory is also
the first task in a new identifier scope in which all of its descendants (with regard to
initialization, not program dependence) are encompassed, as shown in Figure 23.
One feature unique to factories is return value delegation. As the progenitor task
of all tasks in a stapl task graph, the factory defines the type of the outgoing edge
of the graph (i.e., the edge visible to the level above). However, factories designate
another task as producer for the value of this edge, using the interface shown in Fig-
ure 24. Again, the primary aim of the factory is to succinctly encode the structure and
incrementally generate the pattern of tasks representing the computation. Therefore,
it is natural to give it the ability to delegate the production of the graph’s outgoing
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edge to a descendant. Otherwise, semantics to join one or more spawned tasks back
to the factory task prior to its termination would need to exist, adding undesirable
complexity to the task graph interface.
A factory specifies this delegation by invoking set result task() member func-
tion. Invoked once per per location where a factory workfunction executes, the
method receives a task identifier denoting which task’s outgoing edge will represent
that instance’s return value (per the SPMD concept definition, the factory’s outgo-
ing edge is a view over the return value of the concurrent workfunction instances).
As each instance may be invoked incrementally (i.e., multiple times), the call to
set result task() can take place in any iteration and different iterations for each
workfunction instance. Furthermore, no restrictions are placed on the task chosen
by each instance. An instance may specify any spawned task in the graph (even if
spawned by another factory workfunction instance). Multiple workfunction instances
may also delegate to the same task. This delegation process is illustrated in the
example factory listed in Figure 25.
IV.3.7. View Access Specifiers
One of the design goals of stapl is to facilitate the flow of contextual information
from the user, in this case the workfunction developer, to the components it employs
in library. View access specifiers are one example, allowing writers to annotate their
workfunctions with how the input view parameters will be accessed (e.g., read-only,
write-only, etc). During the initialization of tasks (see Section V.3.3), we notify the
view of this restriction, allowing it to optimize itself for the given pattern. Further-
more, we use the directive to refine our placement of task in the system for execution,
as described in Section VI.1.
In Figure 26, we shown example workfunctions employing view access specifiers.
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1 struct my factory wf
2 : public t a s k f a c t o r y w f
3 {
4 int m x ;
5 t a s k i d t m l a s t t i d ;
6
7 my factory wf ( ) : m x (0) { }
8
9 bool f i n i s h ed (void ) const




14 operator ( ) ( View vw)
15 {
16 typedef typename View : : va lu e type va lu e t ;
17
18 s i z e t index = vw . l o c a l e l emen t s [m x ] ;
19
20 // f i r s t incrementa l invoca t i on
21 i f (++m x == 1)
22 {




27 // second incrementa l invoca t i on
28 m last t i d =
29 add task ( mu l t ip l e s<va lu e t >() , 2 ,
30 consume<va lu e t >(vw [ index ] ) ,
31 consume<va lu e t >(m l a s t t i d ) ) ;
32
33 s e t r e s u l t t a s k ( m l a s t t i d ) ;
34 }
35 } ;
Fig. 25.: Example of a factory workfunction.
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1 struct Read {} ;
2 struct Write {} ;




7 typedef a c c e s s l i s t <Read , Write> v i ew acc e s s t yp e s ;
8
9 template<typename ReadView , typename WriteView )
10 int operator ( ) ( ReadView rview , WriteView wview )
11 { . . . }
12 } ;
13
14 struct wf2 : public r o b inary
15 { . . . } ;
Fig. 26.: Workfunction with view access specifiers.
wf1 takes the more explicit form of the typedef, while wf2 employs a class inheritance
which can be used as a shorthand for common cases. In addition to any internal
optimizations, views also restrict their public interface, disabling any methods that
do not adhere to the requested access type.
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CHAPTER V
THE STAPL TASK GRAPH IMPLEMENTATION
Now that we have described both the design motivations and the interface of the
PARAGRAPH Executor, we present in detail how this framework is constructed. We
begin by considering several observations that influence the implementation approach
we have chosen.
PARAGRAPH execution is data driven. Tasks are primarily accessed as
part the execution graph traversal. Once a task is inserted into the graph, it
need not be accessed again until it can be scheduled for execution (i.e., all incoming
edges are available). Therefore, it is not individual tasks that drive this traversal, but
rather the flow of values along dependence edges. This insight leads us to the fact
that our primary data structure, the edge container, provides random access to the
intermediate values the task graph has produced (or will produce) and the associated
consumer metadata. Vertices (i.e., tasks) are referred to in edge container entries,
but need no explicit container themselves to provide independent access.
Forward progress in the execution traversal is enabled by a small num-
ber of asynchronous events. Executing a task makes outgoing values available,
which enable mores tasks to execute, and may also spawn additional tasks. Inserting
tasks enable notification from predecessors to complete, allowing recycling of resources
from previous computations. Events such as these occur asynchronously in the local
initialization and execution and may also be initiated from incoming remote method
invocations from other location participating in the computation. With this behavior
in mind, our implementation is driven by such events that serve to transition tasks in
the system through a series of lifetime states, described in Section V.3.1, that begin
with uninitialized tasks and end with task retirement.
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The lifetime of values produced by a task graph exceeds that of the
computation that produced it. After a task completes execution, most of the
resources it used can be immediately reclaimed by the system. Only the value it pro-
duces and some metadata about its consumers need be maintained. This remaining
state can be reclaimed once all consumers have completed execution. This observa-
tion suggests that the various components within the task graph should have lifetimes
that are determined independently.
The creation and execution of a task occur on locations known only at
runtime. The location partitioning of both task creation (i.e., add task() invoca-
tions) and task execution is influenced by user level algorithms and data distributions,
of which the PARAGRAPH Executor may have no knowledge of prior to program execu-
tion. Furthermore, no ordering with another task’s activities can be assumed, other
than the fundamental constraints outlined in Section IV.2. Therefore, our imple-
mentation provides a mechanism for producers and consumers on different, unknown
locations to asynchronously collaborate in the dependence edge creation process and
any related data flow operations (discussed in Section V.4).
With these design principles in mind, we begin our discussion of the PARAGRAPH
Executor implementation in the next section by summarizing the major components
of the infrastructure. We follow this overview with a description of each component
in more detail and illustrate how they interact to efficiently instantiate and execute
stapl PARAGRAPHs defined by the application developer.
V.1. PARAGRAPH Executor Infrastructure Overview
The major components of the PARAGRAPH Executor infrastructure and their interac-



















Fig. 27.: Task graph component architecture.
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task that the PARAGRAPH has distilled from the user’s algorithm and view inputs.
These views are either defined over explicitly created pContainers or are backed by
values propagated on a previous PARAGRAPH’s outgoing edge. The manager creates
instances of a graph monitor to collect statistics about execution, a task identifier
directory to aid in the discovery of the task distribution among locations, and an edge
container. The edge container maintains dependence relationships between tasks,
stores edge flowed values, and provides the mechanisms to convey these values to
consumer tasks. Finally, the graph manager signals the runtime system to create a
new scheduler for this graph. The scheduler is responsible for managing the execu-
tion of runnable tasks and subsequently determining when all created tasks have been
serviced, signaling global termination of the task graph’s computation.
V.2. Graph Manager
In Figure 28, we summarize the graph manager class’ major interactions with other
components in the PARAGRAPH Executor. There are two interfaces to higher levels
of stapl. First, the PARAGRAPH invokes the graph manger’s function operator to
initialize a factory task for execution, with an optional customized task scheduling
policy. This task uses the factory workfunction created by the PARAGRAPH and the
input views associated with this computation. The PARAGRAPH Executor returns a
view, as described in Section IV.3.2, which refers to the result values (i.e., outgoing
edge) that will be computed by the execution of the task graph.
The second external interface to the PARAGRAPH Executor is the task creation
facilities provided to dynamic workfunctions (see Section IV.3) such as factories. This
is accomplished by the task graph access class, which serves as a base class for































Fig. 28.: The graph manager class and related classes. Lines with clear triangles
represent class inheritance, while those with filled triangles represent class interac-
tions. Dashed lines denote data members of a class with labels marking any possible
multiplicity in the relationship.
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relaying add task() requests to the graph manager, task graph access normalizes
the parameter list to the following form:
• TaskID - the task identifier assigned to this task either directly by the dynamic
workfunction or internally by the PARAGRAPH Executor.
• WF - the workfunction specified by the user.
• VS - a ViewSet collects all input parameters to the workfunction in a hetero-
geneous container (i.e., tuple [6]). This arrangement simplifies calculations and
transformations we will apply on the input during task creation.
• ExplEdge - a list of task identifiers enumerating tasks that this task explicitly
depends on via wait() statements.
• n succs - the number of successor (explicit and data consumers) of the task.
When invoked by the PARAGRAPH, the graph manager initializes several struc-
tures (denoted by dashed lines) including the edge container and the task identifier
directory, which are discussed in more detail in Sections V.5 and V.4, respectively.
Another of these structures is the graph monitor. It collects statistics about the
graph’s execution such as task creation counts, execution times, and ARMI usage. The
lifetime of these three components are tied to the graph manager; it destroys them
following task graph completion.
In addition to providing interfaces to PARAGRAPHs and user workfunctions, as well
as managing the other components of the PARAGRAPH Executor, the graph manager
also collaborates with the runtime system’s scheduler. The scheduler determines the
execution ordering of runnable tasks (i.e., tasks with all predecessor values available)
as we will discuss in Section V.6. The PARAGRAPH Executor also works with the sched-
uler to determine when all tasks in the distributed execution of the PARAGRAPH have
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completed, allowing successors PARAGRAPHs to be initialized and current PARAGRAPH
Executor component resources to be released. We summarize this approach to ter-
mination detection in Section V.6.1.
V.3. Tasks
There are three primary user interactions with tasks currently in stapl. First, users
create them via add task() calls. Next, when a task is executed, the workfunction
specified by the user is invoked. Finally, a task can be referenced via its task identifier,
when another task is created, to specify an edge in the task graph between them. In
this section, we outline what happens internally in the PARAGRAPH Executor when
the first two interactions occur, deferring discussion of the third until we discuss the
edge container in Section V.5. We also describe the primary classes and functions
used in our implementation.
V.3.1. Task States
We define five task states that are used internally in the the PARAGRAPH Executor
to track the lifetime of a task. As previously stated, the design of the task graph
is event driven; and events, such as the user interactions mentioned above, enable a
task to transition from one state to another. The states a task can be in during its
lifetime are depicted in Figure 29, and the individual states are described below. In
the sections that follow, we will outline the various events and the subsequent state
transitions they cause.
• Not Initialized (not init) - A task in this state will be created via add task()
during a task graph’s execution but has not been yet. Both value propagating





Fig. 29.: Task states.
ation, which due to our relaxed ordering constraints of task specification, may
validly occur prior to this predecessor’s initialization.
• Waiting (wait) - Waiting tasks have been created but are not runnable and
have not been released to the scheduler. These are tasks having predecessor
tasks who have not notified them of completion.
• Executing (exec) - Executing tasks have had all predecessor tasks complete
and have been subsequently notified by them. These tasks are not necessarily
currently running, but have been released to the scheduler for execution.
• Held (held) - Held tasks have finished execution and notified their associative
task graph of this completion but have not been completely removed from the
graph because they have successors in the not init phase that still must be
serviced. At a minimum, information signifying they have completed execution
together with a copy of their produced values are maintained for consumers
that have not been created yet.
• Retired (retired) - Retired tasks have finished execution and notified all
successors. All related structures can be deleted, and the task is completely



























Fig. 30.: The task class and related classes.
V.3.2. Task Classes
There are three classes instantiated when a task is created. These classes and their
interactions with other components are shown in Figure 30. The class template task is
parameterized with the workfunction, viewset, and task monitor types. These define
data members storing these primary pieces of the task. Additional data members
include a numeric task identifier and a boolean stating whether or not it has successor
edges in the task graph (i.e., n succs > 0). The one public method of task is
the function operator, which is invoked by the scheduler when the task is ready for
execution.
The local notifier is a callback function object registered with edge entries in
the edge container so that it can notify a task (through successive function operator
invocations) as edges become available. As discussed in the next section, when prede-
cessors exist, the notifier is created early in task creation, initialized with the in-degree
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of the task. Once the task object is fully constructed, the notifier is given a pointer
to it, and takes responsibility for its eventual release to the scheduler. The object is
destroyed when a task’s edges are all satisfied and it is passed to the scheduler.
V.3.3. Task Creation
The sequence of actions that occur when add task() is called is illustrated in Fig-
ure 31. We begin by incrementing a counter which tracks the number of tasks added to
the graph at this location. This aids in the general termination detection approached
discussed in Section V.6.1. Next, we determine whether this task should be executed
here or migrated to another location by applying the task placement policy which
we will describe later in Section VI.1. If the task must be migrated, we use ARMI to
invoke add task() on that location and return immediately; all responsibility to cre-
ate, execute, and track the task is transferred to the new location. Note that the new
location will reapply the placement policy; a task may be migrated multiple times,
gathering more view locality information at intermediate locations, prior to arrival at
its execution location where it will be initialized by the PARAGRAPH Executor.
Once the task has arrived at its execution location, we call add producer()
on the graph’s edge container if it has any successors (i.e., n succcs > 0). While
we discuss this function in more detail in Section V.5, for now it is sufficient to
know the two major actions it performs. First, it allocates local storage both the
tasks’ return value (i.e., outgoing edge) and its metadata (successor locations, number
of uncreated successors, etc). In addition, it registers this task identifier with the
identifier directory (see Section V.4), so that its successors can send requests to it.
The next step in task creation is to detect all predecessors of the task. While
the explicit dependence edges are available directly in ExplEdge, those specified via
















































Fig. 31.: The task creation process. Diagrams for the add task(), create task(),
and set task() functions.
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scanning embedded type information which denotes them as representing values pro-
duced by other tasks’ return values. We then extract the associated task identifiers,
adding them to our predecessor list. If no predecessors exist, we proceed to construct
a task object, as described next, and then immediately pass it to the scheduler.
When this event occurs, the task is transitioned directly from the not init state
directly to the exec state.
V.3.3.1. Creating the task Object
The creation of the task object is summarized in Figure 31 in the create task()
flowchart. First, we initialize an instance of the task monitor associated with this
task graph. We next apply any view transformations that have been requested by the
workfunction. For example, these transformations may include access modification
as described in Section IV.3.7) or the locality awareness transformation discussed in
Section IV.3.2.
The final step before actually constructing task is view localization. View local-
ization attempts to lower the average time to access elements in a view by detecting
at runtime when all elements in its collection are contained within the task’s physical
execution location. If this condition holds, a transformation is applied, which allows
the view more efficient, direct access to the collection’s elements. View localization is
described in detail in Section VI.2; for now it is sufficient to note it can induce both
a transformation of view type and workfunction type.
Following this preliminary initialization and input transformation, we are now
ready to allocate the task object. We construct it with the monitor as well as the post
transformation workfunction and viewset. We also initialize a boolean, HasSuccs,
stating whether its out degree is nonzero. We later use this bit to guard unnecessary
calls to the edge container when the task executes. This simple optimization has
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dramatic performance benefits in task graph usage patterns where task dependences
are enforced by requiring the ordering constraint TE1 → TC2 , as we discussed in
Section IV.2.2.
V.3.3.2. The local notifier Object
If any predecessors exist for a task, we construct a local notifier object initializ-
ing a data member PredCnt with the task’s edge in-degree. For each predecessor, we
invoke add consumer() on the edge container, passing the associated task identifier
and this newly created notifier. Internally, the edge container is responsible for facili-
tating value flow and will repeatedly invoke this notifier’s operator(), once after each
incoming edge is available (see Section V.5). Each time, PredCnt is decremented.
After creating the notifier, add task() continues by creating the task object as
previously described. After this process concludes, add task() informs the notifier
of this event via the set task() method, passing it a pointer to the task object. As
both local task execution and ARMI message handling are assumed asynchronous from
this task creation activity, it is possible that the notifier has been invoked for all edge
events (i.e., PredCnt = 0). If this is the case, the task is immediately forwarded to
the scheduler (once again moving directly from not init to exec), and this notifier
object is destroyed. Alternatively, if PredCnt is still nonzero, the notifier stores this
task pointer and assumes responsibility for the task, which enters the wait state.
The task will then transition to exec when the local notifier receives all pending
notifications and releases it to the scheduler.
V.3.4. Task Execution
At some point during the program run, each task in the exec state is scheduled by
























Edge Container Invokes Notifier
Delete task
Delete local_notifier
Fig. 32.: The task execution process.
shown in Figure 32. First the task monitor is notified that execution of this task has
begun. Next, the tasks’ views are notified that execution is about to begin via the
optional view method pre execute(). Next, the user’s workfunction function oper-
ator is invoked, passing the views as arguments to this call. After the workfunction
completes, views are once again notified similarly via another optional callback to
post execute().
The next step in the execution sequence, is a memory fence ensuring that any
side-effects on parameters (i.e., view writes) have been properly propagated through
the system. This operation, together with the two callbacks to the view described in
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the previous paragraph, are used to enforce the memory consistency in the underlying
pContainer between signal dependent tasks (described in Chapter IV introduction)
in the graph. The use of these operations and a detailed discussion of pContainer
memory consistency models are presented in [55].
The task invocation next notifies the PARAGRAPH Executor that the task has
completed. For termination detection, an internal count of the number of tasks that
have been executed on this location is incremented. If the task has successors (known
by the HasSuccs variable), the next step is to pass the value of the task’s outgoing edge
to the edge container via set edge(), so that this information can be disseminated
to them. The task monitor is then notified the task has completed. Finally, the task
object destroys itself, freeing any memory allocated to it.
After finishing execution, the task transitions from the exec state to either the
held or retired state. The task is removed from the scheduler, its associated task
object having been deallocated. If the task had no successors, then all operations
necessary have been done, and it is retired. Otherwise, the decision of what state
to move to is delegated to the edge container. How this process occurs is described
in Section V.5.
V.4. The Task Identifier Directory
The task identifier directory helps the PARAGRAPH Executor manage the difficulties
presented by an unknown distribution of tasks across execution locations, inherent
in dynamic applications where such decisions are input dependent (see Section VI.1).
Specifically, the edge container requires communication between target and source
task locations to create edges in the task graph, and their exact locations are not













Fig. 33.: The stapl directory.
responsibility to forward these requests to the appropriate location in the distribution
computation.
The task identifier directory is an instance of the general stapl directory class
template, which is also used in the pContainer framework for a similar purpose. The
interface is shown in Figure 33, and is instantiated with a parameter of task id t for
Key. It is a p object which is distributed across the same set of locations as the graph
manager. As tasks are created, they invoke register key(Key). Internally the direc-
tory applies a function which maps each key to a location, deterministically choosing a
manager location where it will store information about this key, namely what location
invoked register key(). Objects wishing to message the location that registered the
key can invoke the nonblocking method where invoke(Key, FunctionObject). The
directory will guarantee the function object is executed on that location by sending
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Fig. 34.: Example use of the stapl directory.
One possible ordering is depicted. Invocation request (1) arrives prior to registration and is
buffered in pending. Registration occurs (2), location stored in registry and buffered request
forwarded (3). A second request arrives (4) after registration, and is immediately forwarded
(5) to the registering location.
it to the manager location which will forward it appropriately. The function object
can be of any type; it must only define a function operator that receives Key as a
parameter, as the directory will pass it the corresponding value when invoking it on
the target location. The approach is similar to that proposed in [37] for Charm++
parallel arrays, though our design is more general and provides stricter guarantees on
the ordering of where invoke() requests [55].
The important feature of the directory is that no ordering constraints are placed
on the register key() and where invoke() method calls. Function object forwarding
requests can be initiated without knowing the status of key registration; requests will
be buffered at the manager location until the key registered. This behavior is depicted
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in Figure 34. Within the context of the PARAGRAPH Executor, this feature allows
consumers to request propagation of a task’s return value, unconcerned with both
where its predecessor executes and when it is created. On the consumer location,
the edge container sends such requests via where invoke() and then immediately
proceeds with local task creation and execution activities.
As mentioned earlier, the graph manager allocates the identifier directory, and
the directory’s lifetime is directly tied to the manager. Only after all tasks have
completed execution can the framework be sure that no additional tasks will be
created, which may require the services of the directory. As we will see in the next
section, however, the edge container can detect when a task will receive no further
forwarded requests. When it does, it can invoke unregister key() to reclaim memory
in the registry stored on the manager location.
V.5. The Edge Container
As discussed in previous sections, the graph manager is responsible for initializing the
task graph and providing a task specification interface to workfunctions. The task
objects it creates are passed to the scheduler to carry out the computation the user
requested, once dependent tasks have finished execution. Ensuring these dependences
are satisfied, providing access to the task’s return values, and notifying consumer tasks
of these events in a distributed and scalable manner is the responsibility of the edge
container.
The edge container provides random access to the values produced by tasks in the
PARAGRAPH and is indexed by the task identifier type (typically size t). Guided by
its domain of application, the container adheres to a write once, read many policy of
the values it maintains. Each entry’s value is set when the producer task completes
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(via the set edge() method), and consumers are provided read-only access to it.
Given these access constraints, the edge container’s default policy is to create copies
of the produced value on locations with active consumers (i.e., in the wait or exec
stage). Multiple consumers on a location share the same value, so it need only be sent
once, despite multiple edges in the PARAGRAPH. This transparent replication is done
in an effort to reduce latency during task execution; but the behavior can be trivially
overridden by having a workfunction return a view of the element, as opposed to a
value. In this case, the replication decision is transferred to the view.
In addition to producer writes and consumer reads during their execution, tasks
invoke initialization functions, (add producer() and add consumer() respectively),
during their creation (see Section V.3.3). As described in Section IV.2.3, binding edge
specification to the task creation process allows us sufficient state to appropriately
set the lifetime of produced values and keep consumers from premature execution,
while enforcing no ordering on these creation events. Once they both have occurred,
sufficient information exists to create the initialize edge in the edge container, allowing
proper consumer notification and value propagation when the producer has completed
execution.
In this section, we describe the implementation of the edge container, beginning
with a small illustrative example and then a description of the relevant associated
classes in the framework. We continue by describing the four major application events
that catalyze change in the container’s state. We then discuss the conditions for the
removal (or the eviction) of edges from the container, describing the conditions that
dictate whether a producer task is kept in the held stage or transitioned to retired.
We conclude by discussing an extension to the basic edge container, named partial
edge consumption, which allows successors to specify consumption of only part of
the return value of a producer task, with the aim of reducing cross-location value
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Fig. 35.: Example use of the edge container. One producer with a single local con-
sumer and two remote consumers.
propagation costs. (i.e., required communication bandwidth).
V.5.1. Example Usage
We will soon describe the edge container implementation in detail; however, we begin
with an example of edge container use in order to provide some context for this
discussion. In Figure 35, we consider a simple single producer, multiple consumer
dependence graph. Specifically, Task1 has 3 consumers; one of them, Task2, is
created on the producer location, i. Two other successors, Task3 and Task4, are
remote consumers, that will execute on location j. In this example we examine
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a single ordering of events shown below using the notation previously described in
Section IV.2. However, the edge container will appropriately handle any sequence of
events respecting the partial ordering defined in Figure 10.
TC1 , TC2 , TC3 , TC4 , TE1, TE2, TE3, TE4
When Task1 is created, add producer() is called and an entry is created on
the producer location in a map data structure, with the task identifier serving as the
key. The data associated with this key is storage for the value that will be produced
and a list for consumers to register notification requests. Next Task2 is created, and
searches for an entry in the map for task identifier task 1. Having found one, the
local consumer registers itself and proceeds with creating its task object, using the
value reference created by calling consume() (Section IV.3.4), which is in fact backed
by the RetV al stored in this map.
Continuing on, Task3 is a consumer created on a remote location. It unsuc-
cessfully looks for an entry for task 1 in its local map, and therefore creates one,
registering a local notifier, similar to Task2. However, before returning, it employs
the directory to forward a request to the producer location. This request causes a
remote notifier to be registered in the producer location’s map entry. To conclude
initialization, Task4 is created and having found an existing entry, registers its local
notifier, but need not request remote notification, as this has previously been done
by Task3. However, as we will see later, it must still inform the producer location of
its creation.
After Task1 executes, it invokes set edge() which sets RetV al in the map
entry and invokes all notifiers. Locally, Task2 is notified that the value is available,
satisfying the dependence and releasing it to execute. The producer location also
invokes set edge() on the remote consumer location via the remote notifier (which
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void add_producer(task_id_t, n_succs)
void add_consumer(task_id_t, notifier, bool)
void set_edge(task_id_t, T)
void set_result_task(task_id_t, notifier)

























Fig. 36.: The edge container class and related classes.
uses ARMI). The value is inserted locally there, and all notifiers are serviced, freeing
Task3 and Task4 to execute. Since all consumers have been notified, the entry on
each location is deleted when its local consumers have finished execution and no longer
require access to the produced value.
V.5.2. Classes
In Figure 36, we show the edge container and associated classes. The edge container
class template is a p object and has one primary data member, the value map, which
has entries for all tasks that have been created and not yet retired. The operator[]()
method is used to implement the consume() interface of the dynamic workfunction.
Four other public methods correspond to events which will be described in the coming
sections.
The map entry class contains all of a location’s state associated with a given
edge, keyed by the task identifier. unknown consumers tracks the number of suc-
cessors yet to be created, and local consumer cnt counts number of local references
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outstanding to an edge value. It is incremented during the consumer task creation
and decremented when the reference is destructed. value set is true if the produced
value is available in the value field on this location. Finally, pending notifications
keeps a list of the callbacks that should be invoked when a value becomes available on
a location. We have previously discussed the local notifier class and will examine
the remote notifier and result notifier in the sections that follow.
V.5.3. Events
The edge container is notified via method invocations of various PARAGRAPH events,
primarily focused around task creation and execution completion, but also including
result task identifier specification by the factory (see Section IV.3.6). These events
serve to create edge entries in the container, allow successor tasks to be released for
execution, and eventually allow these edges entries to be destroyed when their values
are no longer needed. In this section, we describe in detail how the edge container
responds to each of these events.
V.5.3.1. Adding a Producer
The edge container method add producer(tid, n succs) is called by the graph man-
ager during an add task() invocation if the task being created has successors. Fig-
ure 37 illustrates what effects this event has on the edge container. First, value map
is searched to see if an entry already exists for tid. If one does exist, then at least one
consumer on this location has already been created (i.e., local consumer cnt > 0).
Note that it is impossible for remote consumers to have registered at this point, as
any such consumption requests are buffered in the directory at the manager location
for tid, waiting for it to be registered. If no entry exists in the value map, one is
constructed (with local consumer cnt default initialized to 0). We next initialize
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Fig. 37.: The add producer edge container event.
unknown consumer cnt as follows:
unknown consumer cnt = n succs− local consumer cnt
With this assignment, unknown consumer cnt now represents the number of
consumers that have yet to be created plus those have been remotely created but are
buffered (or in flight) to the manager location for tid. If this count is nonzero, we
call register key(tid) on the directory so that remote consumption requests can
be delivered. However, if this count is zero, then all consumers are local and have
already been created. Therefore, we can be certain that no remote locations will
need to message us; and we avoid the communication and memory costs associated
with registering. With producer-side initialization of the edge the complete, control
returns to add task(), where the task will finish its transition from the not init
state to either wait or exec, as previously described in Section V.3.3.
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V.5.3.2. Adding a Consumer
When the graph manager is servicing an add task() request, add consumer() will
be invoked for all incoming dependence edges, so that the successor-side initialization
of the edge can be completed. This method receives parameters representing the
producer task identifier, the successor’s local notifier, and a boolean conveying
whether this is a value or signal dependence. In Figure 38, we summarize the steps
taken in the edge container for each of these invocations. We begin by searching the
value map for an entry keyed by the corresponding producer task identifier. If one
does exist, then it means that one or both of the following has already occurred on
this location:
• The producer task has been placed on this location and may have fin-
ished execution. We can detect creation by checking if unknown consumer cnt
in the entry is nonzero. This field is only set as such on the producer location
and cannot yet have been decremented to zero, as we are a creating a consumer
that has not registered with it yet. We can also determine whether this producer
has executed by consulting the value set entry field.
• There is at least one consumer already on this location in the wait
or exec stage. If an entry exists and this location is not producing the value,
then a previous consumer is either waiting for notification from the producer
location or has entered the exec stage and is still utilizing the value, keeping it
live in the value map. We need not send a duplicate notification request to the
producer location, but rather simply let it know of our existence as a known
consumer.
With this in mind, we proceed by incrementing the local user cnt field in the
existing entry, if this successor is a value consumer. This will hold the value in the
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Fig. 38.: The add consumer edge container event.
map even after we are notified, so that task can access it during its exec phase.
Next value set is checked, and if it is false, the notifier parameter is appending to
pending notifications. Otherwise, the notifier is invoked immediately.
Finally, if the producer is local, unknown consumer cnt is decremented. We at-
tempt entry eviction (see Section V.5.4) at this point to transition the producer task
to retired. Eviction will succeed if unknown consumer cnt = 0 and all active local
successors had only requesting signaling (i.e., local user cnt = 0). Alternatively, if the
producer is remote, we use the directory to forward a request, decrement unknown(),
where similar actions will be performed there in the value map entry, namely decre-
menting unknown consumer cnt and an entry eviction attempt at that location.
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If there is no existing entry, then the producer may execute elsewhere; and the
consumer must request the producer location report task completion to this location
when complete, as there is no pending consumption request from this location. We
create an entry and proceed as before by incrementing local user cnt if necessary.
We then insert the notifier parameter to add consumer() in this location’s newly
created entry’s pending notifications. Finally, we employ the directory to forward
a request consume() to the producer location, passing it our location identifier.
Though not depicted in Figure 38, this request proceeds similarly as if we had found
the producer locally with one exception: the notifier the producer location inserts into
pending notifications is not a local notifier, but instead a remote notifier, which we
will discuss in the next section.
Note that such remote edge setup communication is always initiated from the con-
sumer task’s location when operating in source exact, target count, which is our cur-
rent implementation choice. Furthermore, as we will see when discussing set edge()
below, notifications from the producer to remote consumers do not need to employ
the task identifier directory. Therefore, we do not call register key() for consumer
tasks that do not themselves have successors, as this would generate needless com-
munication traffic and memory usage in the directory.
In the implementation described here, we always transmit the value from the
producer location to all successors, even to locations with no true data consumers
(i.e., tasks just requesting notification via wait()). This does not cause problems
or persistent memory usage, as the value will be immediately evicted after all local
notifications finish. However, it does introduce unnecessary communication. Avoiding
these transmissions complicates the protocol, requiring us to maintain information
about the type of previous dependence requests on a given location. Furthermore,
we must provide a mechanism to upgrade the previous request type. For example, a
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data consumer initialized on a location after another successor only desiring a signal,
cannot simply send a decrement unknown() to the producer location, as it would now
(i.e., where we always send the entire value). Instead, it must inform the producer
that this remote location now needs the value to be transmitted. In Section V.5.5, we
discuss an extension to our implementation that resolves this inefficiency and provides
even more general edge consumption facilities.
There is one interesting point that is worth mentioning: when add consumer()
fails to find an existing local entry, while it can be certain that the producer has not
been previously locally initialized here, it is possible that previous consumers were
initialized, notified, and completed execution, leading to eviction of the produced
value from map. The protocol described above, easily handles such cases, issuing a
new request consume() request to the producer (which we know will be immedi-
ately serviced). However, this leads to additional communication costs that could be
avoided by changing the entry eviction policy. We will describe the possible changes
when we discuss the eviction policy.
V.5.3.3. Setting an Edge Value
When a task has invoked the user’s workfunction and received the return value, the
set edge() method of the edge container is called to propagate this value to all
locations with consumers and notify these successors of this now available edge. The
activities involved in this operation are shown in Figure 39. First, the entry for task
identifier is found in the edge container’s local value map, where we subsequently
set the entry’s value field to the workfunction’s return value and change value set to
true.
We next flush pending notifications, invoking all previously registered callbacks
(pending notifications will henceforth remain empty, as future consumption requests
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Fig. 39.: The set edge event.
will be immediately notified). This list is a mix of local notifier, result notifier,
and remote notifier callbacks. We have discussed the first previously, and will dis-
cuss the second in the next section. The behavior of the third is depicted in Figure 39.
This remote callback triggers a remote method invocation directed at a consumer lo-
cation. ARMI will invoke set edge() there, where the value will be similarly set and
pending local notifier callbacks will be invoked. Note that in the current implemen-
tation, no remote notifiers exist on these consumer locations, though they could be
similarly serviced in a recursive manner. In Chapter VIII, we discuss briefly how this
insight suggests that a hierarchical edge container implementation, with aggregated
consumption requests and distributed edge value dissemination, should be a useful
and straightforward extension of the current protocol.
In both the producer location’s invocation of set edge() and those remote invo-
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cations it spawns, we conclude the method by attempting eviction of the value map
entry at the respective location. On the producer side, part of this process is exam-
ining unknown consumer cnt. If it is nonzero, the task transitions from exec to the
held stage, where it waits to service post-execution consumption requests. When it
does reach zero, unregister key(task id) is invoked on the directory, as no future
request will be made of the task. We then continue the try eviction() process as
described in Section V.5.4 on the producer location in the same manner that it is
independently applied on each remote consumer location.
V.5.3.4. Setting the Result Task Identifier
When the factory workfunction invokes set result task() for the purpose of return
value delegation (see Section IV.3.6), the graph manager forwards this request to
the edge container by creating a notifier and passing it along with the specified task
identifier to set result task(). This result notifier is a callback to the storage
backing the return view of the PARAGRAPH and gives it a chance to copy in the producer
value and notify its successors. This invocation of set result task() subsequently
calls:
add consumer(task id, notifier, true),
where, as previously discussed, the last boolean parameter specifies that this is
an actual data consumer and not just a successor requesting signaling. The notifier
is thus added to the appropriate entry in the value map, and will be invoked when
the value is locally available. Note that unlike internal value successor tasks, the
value is not guaranteed to remain persistent in the value map after notification. The
result notifier must facilitate copying the value, so that the PARAGRAPH Executor
can proceed with reclamation of this predecessor PARAGRAPH’s resources.
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V.5.4. Entry Eviction
One of the key goals of the PARAGRAPH Executor is to enable incremental execution,
not requiring the entire dependence graph to be fully initialized at any one time.
Specifically, we wish to make the memory requirements proportional to the execution
window of the task graph, whose size is defined by tasks that have been initialized
(i.e., wait) but have not yet completed and entered the retired stage. It should now
be evident that prior to creation, a task consumes no such resources, save whatever is
encoded in the factory workfunction to specify its initialization. Furthermore, we have
also covered how the local notifier and task objects are freed, at the beginning
and end of of the exec phase, respectively.
What remains to be reclaimed is the various value map entries associated with a
given task’s produced value. These entries exist both on the task’s execution location
and on all successor task locations. In order for the producer to completely transition
to the retired stage, where no system resources remain in use by the task, each of
these entries must be evicted using a policy we now describe. As seen in the discussion
of the edge container events, there is a small set of task graphs events where the state
of a given location’s entry may change to an evictable state. At each of these we
invoke try eviction() which is defined as follows:
if (evictable(task id))
value map.delete(task id)
evictable() returns true if and only if all of the following conditions are met:
unknown consumer cnt = 0
local user cnt = 0
pending notifications.size() = 0
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This straightforward definition is what one would expect. As said before, on the
producer location, eviction cannot occur until after all consumer locations are known;
on all other locations with entries for the task, unknown consumer cnt is always zero.
In addition, all local users of the value must be finished accessing it. This includes
all references used by consumer tasks (i.e., they must at least have progressed to
the held stage). Finally, all callback notifications must have been serviced, whether
they be local, remote, or result notifiers. Note that we do not need to check value set
(i.e., that set edge() has been called on the entry’s location), as this is implicitly
checked by the above conditions. On the producer location, unknown consumer cnt
and pending notifications.size() cannot both be zero prior to value set being set.
On remote consumer locations, pending notifications.size() will always be nonzero
prior to this point in any initialized map entry.
Immediate deletion of evictable entries on consumer locations helps ensure a
small memory footprint for the task graph’s execution window. However, as pre-
viously mentioned in the discussion of add consumer(), this aggressive stance may
cause additional communication that could otherwise be avoided. Recall that when
a new consumer finds an existing entry for task a it wishes to consume, it forwards
a decrement unknown() invocation as opposed to request consume() through the
directory, avoiding duplicate transmission of the value. Therefore, by delaying the
eviction process, we would enable a greater number of future consumption requests
to reuse the value, better amortizing the associated communication cost.
Intelligent, delayed entry eviction (i.e., not negating the benefits of incremental
generation) requires information not currently available to the edge container. First,
knowledge from the stapl runtime system about the presence of excess memory for
such activities is needed. Additionally, interfaces to request reduction in this value
caching when necessary need to be developed.
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While we could look to previous work in cache policies (e.g., LRU [30]) or edge
container generated metrics (e.g., evicting the task identifier with the least number
of previous consumers), it is likely that the PARAGRAPH developer has some knowledge
of the number of consumers for a task on each location. Therefore, in the future we
may look to extend the factory interface, allowing the optional specification of such
contextual information that could guide better memory reclamation in the PARAGRAPH
Executor.
V.5.5. Partial Edge Consumption
As previously discussed, it is important to provide an efficient mechanism to specify
consumers that do not need the entire value provided by the producer, whether they
simply desire a signal from the producer (as their data is located outside the purview
of the PARAGRAPH Executor in pContainers), or they alternatively only need a subset
of the produced value, desiring it be filtered prior to passing it to them as an input
parameter. As described in Table IV, wait() exists for the first case; here we show
how its implementation can be made more efficient. For the second, we provide a new,
optional parameter to the consume() function, allowing the workfunction writer to
specify a filtering function that will be applied to the requested producer’s value. We
show an example use of this interface in Figure 40, where we assume a predecessor
returns a view over a sequence of values, and the successor’s add task() invocation
specifies that it need only consume the first element in the sequence.
We accomplish this refinement to consume() by introducing the notion of a
request level that can have three possible values: Signal, Partial, and Full. All
are unified under the application of filtering functions. Signals employ a function
returning void, and Full is an identify function which returns its input. Partial
functions represent those passed explicitly by the user to consume().
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1 // f i l t e r f unc t i on o b j e c t
2 struct s e l e c t f i r s t
3 {
4 template<typename View>
5 auto operator ( ) ( View view ) const
6 {
7 return view [ 0 ] ;
8 }
9 } ;
10 . . .
11 // consumer t a s k c rea t i on
12 add task (wf , n succs , consume ( p r ed t id , s e l e c t f i r s t ( ) ) ) ;
Fig. 40.: Example of partial edge consumption.
Generally, we attempt to apply a remote consumer’s filter at the producer’s loca-
tion. Passed by the consumption request and stored in the associated remote notifier,
evaluating it here minimizes transmission costs by only transferring those parts of
the return value the consumer is interested in. However, in the presence of multiple
consumers on the same remote location, it may prove more efficient to apply it on
that location after receiving the remote notification but prior to notifying consumers.
For example, if a location has one Partial consumer and another Full consumer, it is
better to transmit the full value once and locally apply the Partial function, rather
than requiring two distinct value transfers from the producer’s location.
In the edge container, value map entries track the highest outstanding level of re-
quest at a consumer location. When a new add consumer() is invoked by the task, we
consult this stored level. If the entry’s current request level covers the new consumer’s
request, we proceed as in the basic protocol, forwarding a decrement unknown() call
to the producer via the directory.
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If a new request is uncovered, we send an upgrade request() invocation to the
producer location. If it arrives prior to the previous request level for the consumer
location being processed, it supersedes this old one, and all requests at the remote
location will be serviced by this a new, upgraded remote notifier. If the old notifier
has already been serviced (i.e., the producer has finished), we immediately service
this second request. The remote consumer map entry maintains sufficient state to
progressively invoke its local notifiers based on the request level of remote notifications
it receives (i.e., notifiers are paired with the filtering function object associated with
each of them).
Determining the request coverage relationship of two Partial consumers cannot
be accomplished without additional information from the filter functions. Hence, in
the current implementation, two outstanding partial consumers on the same location
cause the request level to be immediately upgraded to Full; and the filters will be
applied when the value arrives on that location. However, we believe that the synthesis
of these partial requests into a new request, representing the union of the required
parts of producer’s value, is an avenue that warrants further investigation. The
filtering functions passed to consume() are typically derived from pView operations
where some high level information exists that can be expressed to the PARAGRAPH
Executor by the PARAGRAPH enabling the efficient coalescing of consumption requests.
V.6. The Scheduler
The stapl runtime system’s scheduler is responsible for task execution and managing
the lifetime of the graph manager and its related classes. The scheduler is hierarchi-
cal; the root scheduler associated with stapl main has a list of schedulable entries.
These entries are either scheduler entries, representing additional scheduler instances
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associated with nested PARAGRAPHs, or task entries, which represent task objects. It
also has a customizable scheduler, responsible for ordering the runnable tasks for exe-
cution, and an idle queue for inactive nested schedulers that have not yet completed.
Finally it has a termination detection object, the implementation of which we defer
for now, but will describe shortly.
In Algorithm V.6.1 we summarize the executor’s progression function. Currently,
it is invoked when the size of the application’s composed PARAGRAPH reaches a maxi-
mum window size, currently a user defined parameter. It is continually invoked until
it has reduced the current execution window by an number of tasks defined as another
tunable parameter. It continually requests a task from the scheduler, executing it and
checking the status returned by the entry. If it is a scheduler entry, this algorithm is
recursively invoked on it, with the child selecting a single task according to its own
scheduling policy to execute. Otherwise, it is a task entry, which will return Finished
and be destroyed, unless it is an incremental task which has signaled it should be
re-executed. In that case it remains Active and is reinserted into the scheduler for
successive invocation.
Nested schedulers can also be Idle, denoting that while there is currently no
local work to do, there is a possibility that ARMI initiated add task() requests will
create new local tasks, as the associated task graph has not finished completion.
Idle entries are placed in a separate idle queue. They remain there until such remote
requests arrive and place them back into their parent’s scheduler queue, or termination
detection succeeds on them, in which case both they and the associated graph manager
are destroyed.
At each level of the scheduler hierarchy, the next step is to check the scheduler.
If it is non-empty, the algorithm returns Active. Otherwise, termination detection is
invoked on idle children as well as the current scheduler. If all succeed, the current
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Algorithm V.6.1 Scheduler progression.
1: entry = scheduler.pop() ⊲ Get Next Runnable Entry
2: child status = entry.execute() ⊲ Execute Entry
3: switch child status ⊲ Return Value Based Post-Processing
4: case Active : scheduler.push(entry)
5: case Finished : destroy(entry)
6: case Idle : idle.push(entry)
7: end switch
8: if !scheduler.empty() then ⊲ Compute My Return Value
9: return Active
10: end if
11: done = true;
12: for i = 1 .. idle.size() do ⊲ Try to Retire Idle Children
13: entry = idle.pop()
14: entry done = entry.termination detection.make progress()
15: done = done & entry done;




20: if done & termination detection.make progress() then
21: return Finished
22: end if
23: is idle = true
24: return Idle
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scheduler is Finished. Otherwise it is Idle and will be placed in its parent’s idle queue.
V.6.1. Termination Detection
Prior to releasing a task graph’s resources on each location (i.e., invoking the graph
manager’s destructor and releasing other objects such as the edge container and task
identifier directory), the scheduler must ensure that all tasks in the distributed com-
putation have completed. Simply emptying the scheduler’s current, local pool of
assigned tasks for the graph is an insufficient condition to check; tasks with dynamic
workfunctions, including the factory, executing elsewhere in the graph may create
additional tasks that could easily be migrated to this location. To ensure that each
location’s graph manager instance remains persistent until this condition is met, the
executor employs a distributed termination detection algorithm.
A termination algorithm already exists in the runtime system, as it is required
for implementing the ARMI collective synchronization primitive rmi fence(). Derived
from the approach presented in [49], this algorithm employs a series of nonblocking
all reduce operations (i.e., a global reduction followed by a broadcast of the value), to
guarantee that all remote method invocations requested in stapl have been received
and processed at their target locations. Each location contributes a local termination
condition value to the global reduction:
rmi invoked cnt− rmi serviced cnt,
where rmi invoked cnt is the number of RMIs initiated from a location, while the
number of RMIs that have been processed there is tracked by rmi serviced cnt. When
the global sum of this local differences is zero, rmi fence() can safely return on each
location, as all outstanding RMIs have been serviced. This method is non-blocking,
allowing ARMI to alternate between servicing arriving RMI request (analogous to our
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processing of incoming add task() requests) and making progress on the required
sequence of all reduce operations.
The termination condition value for PARAGRAPH quiescence is quite similar in
form to that used in rmi fence(), involving graph manger variables as follows:
tasks added cnt− tasks processed cnt
When all tasks that have been created have been processed, a task graph can
safely terminate. With this is mind, a task graph’s scheduler constructs a termination
detection object, passing it (1) a callback function to the graph manager method that
computes the current local termination value and (2) the global value that should be
attained for quiescence (sum is currently assumed to be the reduction operator).
Following this initialization, forward progress in the termination detection process
proceeds as previously described in the scheduler’s workflow.
Note that this approach is general, working in all cases; however, many common
task graphs can specify a simpler and more precise termination condition, reducing
or removing the need for global collaboration to determine that no further tasks will
be executed on a given location. For example, the map reduce pattern ends with a
broadcast of the reduction variable to all locations in the PARAGRAPH. Reception of this
value can sufficiently serve as termination notification. To allow this important opti-
mization in these cases, the termination detection class template can be customized
by the PARAGRAPH via partial template specialization. Specializations must simply
accept a callback function object to invoke when they detect termination. In turn,
they typically register notifiers with the edge container (through additional graph
manager interfaces) with one or more task identifiers that together represent the last
tasks that will be executed on each location.
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CHAPTER VI
OPTIMIZATIONS FOR THE PARAGRAPH EXECUTOR
In this chapter, we consider two techniques the PARAGRAPH Executor employs to
decrease the cost of accessing elements referred to by views. To maximize data lo-
cality, task placement decouples the location where a task is inserted into the graph
(via add task()) from the location where it will be executed, collaborating with the
task’s workfunction and views in the placement decision. View localization further
optimizes data access after task placement has finished. When the elements an in-
put view references are confined within the location where the task executes, view
localization removes the intrinsic overhead in the pContainer address translation
mechanisms, which are necessary to support a shared object view in systems with
distributed memory.
VI.1. Task Placement
In the PARAGRAPH Executor, we choose to make the decision of where a task will
execute independent of the location that creates it to maximize performance. There
are two reasons this task migration in stapl may reduce application execution time.
First, the initiating location may already have excess tasks to process; and moving
the execution of the new task to a less loaded processor would better balance the
system’s computational load. Second, migrating a task to an alternate location may
increase locality by placing it where pView element accesses incur less latency. In this
dissertation, we focus on a task migration policy which addresses this latter concern.
In this section, we begin by describing how the PARAGRAPH Executor interacts
with the views of a task to implement a basic task placement policy. We next describe
two refinements to the basic policy, one that takes into account how the views will be
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1 enum l o c a t i o n q u a l i f i e r




6 // s e r i a l i z a t i o n requ i red f o r migrat ion
7 void de f i n e typ e ( typer& t ) ;
8
9 pair<s t ap l l o c a t i o n , l o c a t i o n q u a l i f i e r >
10 p r e f e r r e d l o c a t i o n (void ) ;
11 } ;
Fig. 41.: Required view operations for task placement.
accessed in the workfunction and another that efficiently implements task placement
when views have locality information distributed across the system.
VI.1.1. View Interfaces and the Basic Placement Policy
In Figure 41, we present the interface that the task graph requires of a view to
support migration. Currently, all views in stapl are required to provide this interface,
though most inherit the functionality from base view classes that provide such core
functionality. Though highly recommended, views are not strictly required to provide
this interface; views passed to tasks that do not provide it are simply not consulted
in the task placement decision.
Two methods must be defined by the view for task placement. First, the view
object must describe data marshaling, so that it can be moved from one location’s
address space to another if it is indeed migrated. This serialization functionality is
achieved by implementing the define type() function, which is used by the ARMI
runtime system component [57].
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The second method, preferred location(), returns a pair which describes the
locality of the view. The first element of the pair is a location identifier. The second
element is a qualifier from an enumerated data type, location qualifier, which is
used to choose how the returned location is interpreted and used by the placement
policy. In the basic policy, only LQ CERTAIN and LQ DONTCARE are used. As their
names imply, the former states that the view is certain that locality for its referenced
elements is maximized at the specified location, while the latter states that the view
does not have a location preference and that the location element of the pair should
not be considered in the decision process. An example of a view that may return
LQ DONTCARE qualifier is a view whose data may be distributed throughout the system.
In this case, some remote data access will be incurred regardless of task placement.
Another example are views backed by the edge container. Creation of the edge is
deferred until after migration, with the predecessor task’s flowed value directed to
whichever execution location is chosen by the policy. Usage of the third possible
location qualifier value, LQ LOOKUP, is described in SectionVI.1.3 where we extend the
basic policy.
Algorithm VI.1.1 shows the basic task placement policy. Note, that the return
value of the algorithm is the same as preferred location(). Briefly stated, a lo-
cation election vote is taken among views returning an LQ CERTAIN qualifier. The
location receiving a plurality of votes is chosen. Ties are broken by preferring the
votes of views appearing earlier in the task workfunction’s parameter sequence. The
reasoning for this heuristic is that many algorithms adapted from the C++ standard
library place views read from first, followed by views written to. As we discuss in the
next section, there is reason to give preference in the policy to views that are read over
those that are written. If there are no votes (i.e., all views return LQ DONTCARE),
then the task is left to execute at the initial location.
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Algorithm VI.1.1 Basic task placement.
1: procedure BasicExecutionLocation(v1, v2, ...vn)
2: for i ∈ (1...n) do
3: votei ← preferred location(vi) ⊲ Retrieve pair specifier from view
4: if votei.second 6= LQ DONTCARE then
5: increment(vote tally[votei.f irst]) ⊲ Increment location’s vote count
6: end if
7: end for
8: if vote tally ≡ ∅ then ⊲ No view returned LQ CERTAIN
9: return pair(this location, LQ DONTCARE)
10: end if
11: for location ∈ vote tally do ⊲ Create location set for tiebreaker




16: for i ∈ (1...n) do ⊲ Break ties with parameter order
17: if votei.f irst ∈ max set then





VI.1.2. View Access Specifiers
We can improve upon the basic placement policy by leveraging additional information
about how a task’s workfunction will use the views. Specifically, we consider whether
a view is read and/or written in the decision process, placing priority on the votes of
views that are read. When accessing non-local memory in a distributed system, reads
require synchronous communication (i.e., issue a fetch request and wait for the result).
In contrast, remote writes can be issued asynchronously, allowing local computation
to proceed without blocking.
Algorithm VI.1.2 Access specifier based task placement.
1: procedure AccessExecutionLocation(wf, v1, v2, ...vn)
2: ReadV iewSet← ∀ vi ∈ (v1, v2, ...vn) s.t. access(wf, vi) ∈ (R,RW )
3: pair ← BasicExecutionLocation(ReadV iewSet) ⊲ Read View Election
4: if pair.second ≡ LQ CERTAIN then
5: return pair
6: end if
7: WriteV iewSet← (v1, v2, ...vn)− ReadV iewSet
8: return BasicExecutionLocation(WriteV iewSet) ⊲ WriteView Election
9: end procedure
Algorithm VI.1.1 shows the modified task placement policy that considers view
access specifiers, as discussed in Section IV.3.7. First a location election is held among
views which may read data (i.e., Read or ReadWrite). If no read views exist or if they
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all return an LQ DONTCARE qualifier, a second election is held among the write-only
views to determine where the task will be executed.
VI.1.3. Forwarding
It is possible that an input view cannot answer the preferred location() query
without performing communication. For more complex containers, such as pGraphs,
a directory based method, similar to that presented in Section V.4, is used to di-
vide this distribution metadata throughout the system. Hence, without care, the
preferred location() call could generate blocking, synchronous communication,
something we strongly work to avoid. To accomplish asynchronous behavior, we for-
ward calls to add task() that are in the process of the election to locations where
this metadata is stored, so they can gather the appropriate information to make the
placement decision.
Views that require this forwarding support, notify our framework by returning
the LQ LOOKUP location qualifier paired with the location which will have the distri-
bution information they require. execution location() returns this qualifier and
location identifier, and the add task() call is transferred to there, where the elec-
tion will be rerun, allowing the view access to the information it needs. Internally,
the view caches this information, as the location is likely just an intermediate stop
on the task’s journey to its execution location, if the election moves it elsewhere.
Furthermore, multiple input views may require additional forwarding to resolve their
preferred location() method to an LQ CERTAIN state.
The changes to the previous task placement algorithm are straightforward. We
continue forwarding the task, rerunning election until all views returning LQ LOOKUP
are able to definitively answer the preferred location() query. Once we forward
through sufficient locations such that all input views return LQ CERTAIN, the place-
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ment algorithm returns a location with an LQ CERTAIN qualifier, by employing the
standard placement policy. The task is then placed on this location, where it is
initialized as discussed in Section V.3.3.
VI.1.4. Customizing the Placement Policy
As is evident from the previous sections, task placement can be influenced by a
variety of factors. The increasingly complexity suggests that any general policy will
fail to adequately serve all combinations of algorithms and data distributions. Our
default implementation is a reasonable approach and could likely be refined further
to broaden its applicability. However, there will inevitably be times that it is best to
customize the placement policy for a specific algorithm or view of the data.
An example where such enforced behavior proves useful is in the stapl ma-
trix algorithm collection. For algorithms such as matrix multiplication, stapl at-
tempts to use vendor supplied BLAS [38] implementations whenever possible (see
Algorithm VI.1.3), as these highly tuned libraries usually provide substantial perfor-
mance gains. However, there are data layout conformability requirements to use such
libraries. Parallel BLAS implementations [16,23] support a restricted set of data dis-
tributions across the machine and internally handle interprocessor communication. If
these constraints are met by the problem instance (or if stapl chooses to transform
the problem to a form that does), p matrix multiply() invokes PBLAS by wrapping
it in a stapl PARAGRAPH.
However, if PBLAS cannot be invoked, stapl employs a general approach out-
lined in [12], that decomposes the problem into a series of smaller, sequential matrix
operations. Each of these operations is a task in the PARAGRAPH that will be sub-
ject to the task placement policy. Significant performance improvements can still be
attained by invoking sequential BLAS routines. These routines are understandably
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Algorithm VI.1.3 stapl matrix multiplication.
1: procedure p matrix multiply((A,B,C))
2: if input conforms to PBLAS then
3: call PBLAS
4: else
5: decision = redistribute | general
6: if decision == redistribute then
7: p copy A,B,C to temporary PBLAS conformable storage
8: call PBLAS
9: p copy temporary result to C
10: else






1 template<typename WF, typename ViewSet>
2 class t a s k p l a c emen t po l i c y
3 { . . . } ; // d e f a u l t p o l i c y
4
5 template<typename ViewA , typename ViewB , typename ViewC>
6 class ta sk p lacement po l i cy<
7 genera l matr ix mu l t ip ly w f ,
8 tuple<ViewA , ViewB , ViewC> >
9 {
10 public :
11 void operator ( ) ( ViewA , ViewB , ViewC c )
12 {
13 return c . p r e f e r r e d l o c a t i o n ( ) ;
14 }
15 } ;
Fig. 42.: BLAS customized task placement policy.
unaware of the distributed environment in which stapl is running and require raw
pointers to the input and output matrices involved in the computation. In order
to meet this requirement, it is necessary to place the task where the output sub-
matrix is located. While the read-only input views can safely copy elements to this
location, the written output view cannot be replicated to another location, as this
would cause memory coherency issues that are not easily resolved. Note that this
preference of write view location over reads runs contrary to the behavior of our
default placement policy. Therefore, it is necessary to customize the policy for the
general matrix multiply() algorithm.
The source code for the customized stapl matrix multiplication task placement
is shown in Figure 42. The placement policy is a class template that can be partially
specialized on either the workfunction or view types. In this case, we specialize
the template such that any tasks created with general matrix multiply wf as the
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Fig. 43.: Matrix multiply P5-cluster with 8192×8192 matrices. Data type is dou-
ble. Speedups of the unspecialized (General) and BLAS specialized (BLAS) versions
of the algorithm using customized task placement.
workfunction query their third view for its preferred execution location, return this
and the associated location qualifier.
In Figure 43, we show the speedup of the BLAS optimized stapl algorithm over
the non optimized version (general), in addition to the stapl PBLAS version. We
ran this experiment on a 832 processor IBM RS/6000 with dual Power5 processors
available at Texas A&M University (called P5-cluster) using a matrices of size
8192× 8192. Note the dramatic speedups possible using BLAS, whose use is enabled
by customizing the stapl task placement policy.
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VI.2. View Localization
Views typically refer to elements in pContainers, employing a domain of indices
that are mapped to those of the container. Users can manipulate these elements in
a uniform manner, unconcerned with the reality that these elements may in fact be
scattered across multiple address spaces in the distributed computation.
However, even if a task is placed on a location where one or more of its views refer
to only local elements, they will conservatively employ the distributed address reso-
lution mechanism of the pContainer, checking each access request to see whether it
refers to local or remote elements. This translation is understandably more expensive
than standard, sequential container retrieval; after determining the element accessed
is local, the pContainer must then map the index to the correct bContainer storage
component (as discussed in Section III.1). In the pContainers we have implemented,
this leads to access times that are greater than that of a sequential, local container.
To avoid this overhead, the PARAGRAPH Executor explicitly localizes view accesses,
performing this test once per task instead of for every access, ensuring that the do-
main of indices it maps to in the pContainer is confined to the execution location.
In the general case, this test must be done at runtime, to account both for dynamic
data distributions and as well as the effects of task placement.
View localization occurs during task creation (see Section V.3.3) and gives the
view the opportunity to transform itself, constructing a new view, usually of a different
concrete type, but adhering to the same pView concept (e.g., 1Dview). The new view
is defined directly over one or more of the pContainer’s local bContainers, removing
the address translation layer of indirection. The graph manager attempts localization
for each view input to a task by querying the view’s localizable() method, defined
in Figure 44. If the return value is true, the PARAGRAPH Executor constructs a new
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1 class Local i zab leView
2 {
3 // type trans format ion app l i e d during t a s k c rea t i on .
4 typedef . . . l o c a l i z e d t y p e ;
5
6 // re tu rns t rue i f e l ements conf ined wi th in a l o c a t i on .
7 bool l o c a l i z a b l e (void ) ;
8 } ;
Fig. 44.: Required view operations for view localization.
view of type localized type with the original passed as a parameter. This view
is then substituted for the original when the task is executed. Importantly, note
that since the workfunction receives views whose types are template parameters,
this optimization is completely orthogonal to the workfunction’s implementation and
occurs transparently at runtime.
VI.2.1. View Dependent Workfunction Return Types
Caution must be taken when attempting to apply localization to tasks with work-
functions that have view dependent return types. Localizing a view changes the type
passed as template parameter to the workfunction. Hence, if the function’s return
type is computed using this transformed view type, it will be different than if local-
ization had not taken place.
Consider the workfunction presented in Figure 45. The stapl find() algorithm
is invoked, which employs the map reduce primitives to return a reference to the
first element equal to 5 in the input view. If localization succeeded, however, this
is a reference based on a localized view backed by the a pContainer’s bContainer,
as opposed to the more general pContainer backed reference. External consumers
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5 typename View : : r e f e r e n c e
6 operator ( ) ( View view )
7 {
8 return s t ap l : : f i n d ( view , 5 ) ;
9 }
10 } ;
Fig. 45.: Workfunction with a view dependent return type.
of this task, however, cannot be assumed to have this same localization guarantee;
they very likely are executed on a different location, where this localized reference
would not be valid. Therefore, to validly apply the view localization optimization,
we must be able to subsequently generalize any return value that has inherited this
localization trait.
We can detect such cases statically, employing a type metafunction [1] to pin-
point workfunctions where varying the view template parameter causes a return type
change. If a change is detected, we investigate further at compile time to determine
if it is of a form we can currently recognize and properly generalize. If so, we change
the task’s workfunction type, wrapping the user specified workfunction with a work-
function we generate that will intercept it’s return value and apply the appropriate
generalization transformation. If we do not support this generalization, we conserva-
tively disable any runtime attempts at localization. In this manner, we isolate the
scope of localization within the task. Successor tasks receive the return value uni-
formly, unconcerned with whether any specific optimization were employed on the
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producer. They will independently attempt another localization optimization within
the locality context of their execution.
Currently, we only support generalization for workfunctions with one view input.
Furthermore, the return type should be either the same as the passed view parameter
(i.e., the function receives view t and returns view t) or a nested reference type (as
shown in Figure 45). In these cases, we invoke the constructor of the general return
type, passing it the localized return value as a parameter. The current level of support
is not indicative of a fundamental limitation of the approach, but rather represents
cases we have encountered so far. Again, all of the optimization effort is transparent
to the end user; their code will remain unchanged and run, regardless of whether
the optimization is applied. In the future, we will continue to expand return value




In this chapter we evaluate the performance of stapl algorithms and applications us-
ing the PARAGRAPH Executor. We first consider a synthetic benchmark to investigate
incremental generation and overlapped execution. We then look at generic algorithms
similar in form to those found in stl. Next, we show results for benchmark kernels
from the NAS [7] parallel benchmark suite. Finally, we demonstrate the use of stapl
in full applications, presenting one we have developed from the domain of nuclear
engineering.
VII.1. Experimental Setup
We conducted our experimental studies on three parallel machines with different
processor architectures and network interconnects. These machines include a 38,288
core Cray XT4 (CRAY4) [43] and a 153,216 core Cray XE6 (CRAY 6) [44], both
of which are available at NERSC. We also employed a 832 core Power5 Cluster (P5-
cluster) [56] available at Texas A&M University. The CRAY4 has 9,572 compute
nodes each with a quad core Opteron running at 2.3 GHz and a total of 8 GB of
memory (2 GB of memory per core). The compute nodes are connected to a dedicated
SeaStar2 router through Hypertransport with a 3D torus topology which ensures low-
latency, high bandwidth communication. TheCRAY 6 has 6,384 compute nodes each
with two twelve-core AMD ’MagnyCours’ running at 2.3GHz and total of 32GB of
memory. These compute nodes are also connected with a 3D torus via Cray’s ’Gemini’
interconnect. The P5-cluster is a 832 processor IBM cluster with p575 SMP nodes
and 16 cores per node. In all experiments, a location contains a single processor core,
and the terms can be used interchangeably.
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Fig. 46.: Synthetic patterns to study incremental generation.
(nodeps) Each location has a set of independent task to execute. (localdeps) Each
location has a serial sequence of dependent tasks. (remotedeps) Tasks have one local
as well as one remote predecessor and successor.
VII.2. Incremental Generation
We investigated the overhead of incremental generation in the PARAGRAPH Executor
as well as the overlapped creation and execution model that enables it. We consider
three simple, synthetic task graph patterns which are depicted in Figure 46. All
three patterns construct a series of tasks concurrently on multiple locations that can
be visualized as a two dimensional matrix of tasks. The nodeps pattern has no edges in
the graph. The localdeps pattern has a serial chain of dependences down each column
(i.e., location). Finally, the remotedeps graph has an additional diagonal dependence
across columns, representing edges that require the PARAGRAPH Executor to employ
the facilities discussed in Chapter V.
We perform the experiment on P5-cluster, fixing the columns (i.e., processor
count) at 128 and the number rows (i.e., tasks per processor) at 1000. Each task
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employs the nano sleep() system call to simulate a workload taking one millisecond.
We vary the number of incremental task factory calls the PARAGRAPH uses to populate
the graph from 1 to 100 to study the affects of the approach on execution time. For
each factory call count and dependence pattern pair, 30 iterations were executed to























Incremental Task Generation, IBM P5 cluster         






Fig. 47.: Incremental generation test on P5-cluster. 95% confidence interval.
The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 47. The nodeps pattern gives
insight into the minimal overhead the PARAGRAPH Executor will incur when creating
and managing tasks. The sum of time spent in workfunction is one second (1K
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instances, each taking 1ms). The total overhead of the PARAGRAPH Executor in this
case is approximately 1% for all cases. The localdeps pattern understandably has more
overhead, as the PARAGRAPH Executor must now track and enforce dependences.
We do, however, begin to see overhead in localdeps that is proportional to the
number of incremental calls, ranging from 4% to 9%. The remotedeps curve is similar
to localdeps, with some additional time spent in communication to setup and propa-
gate cross processor edges in the task graph. In fact in this case, we can succinctly
summarize the utility of incremental generation: Moving from one incremental call
to 100 incurs only 5% additional runtime overhead, while allowing us to reduce the
PARAGRAPH task memory footprint to only 1% of the size of the actual task graph.
VII.3. Generic Algorithms
In this section we show the performance of stapl on various generic algorithms,
first looking algorithms from our library that draw from those defined by stl. We
then look at substring matching, illustrating sample stapl code as compared to an
MPI implementation with equivalent functionality. All experiments in the section
are weak scaling studies, meaning the amount of data per processor is kept constant.
The results of the string matching experiment presented in this section were originally
published in [10].
VII.3.1. stl Equivalent Algorithms
Over half of the algorithms in stl can be implemented using the map and map reduce
patterns. We present a subset of the algorithms using each pattern, running our ex-
periments on CRAY4. The performance of pAlgorithms that use the map task
factory to generate their task graph is shown in Figure 48(a). There are 200 million
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map pAlgorithms on p_array<int>

























map−reduce pAlgorithms on p_array<int>









Fig. 48.: Weak scaling of pAlgorithms onCRAY4. Those using map and map-reduce
patterns are grouped together in (a) and (b), respectively.
integers on each location stored in a pArray for each of the results. Similarly, Fig-
ure 48(b) shows the results for a experiment on CRAY4 where the task factory
used by the pAlgorithm is map reduce.
All algorithms scale well as the number of cores is increased from 4 to 16,384.
The execution time increases less than 1.5% as the number of cores is increased, with
the map-based pAlgorithms seeing increases in execution time that are closer to 1%.
VII.3.2. String Matching
String matching is implemented by calling stapl::count if(view, pred) with
an appropriate pView and predicate. In this case, given a pattern of length M , we
create an overlapped pView over the text, with a core of length 1, left overlap of size




strmatch(const string& s): S(s) {}
template<typename View>



































MPI_Recv( &BUFF[M-1], M-1, MPI_CHAR,
pid+1, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD,
&status );





MPI_Reduce ( &cnt, &res, 1, MPI_INT,




Fig. 49.: String matching algorithm implemented in stapl and MPI. (a) stapl code
using an overlap partitioned view. (b) MPI version.
of size M of the input text. The code sample is shown in Figure 49(a). In Figure
49(b), an MPI version of the program is shown. In this case it becomes possible
to appreciate the additional complexity of the MPI code with respect to the stapl
version, since in MPI the programmer must take explicit care of the boundary regions
(this is a special case of the use of ghost nodes, a well known technique in parallel
processing [29,40]). Figure 50 shows results for MPI and stapl on P5-cluster and
CRAY4. In both architectures, the performance of the two versions is comparable.
























P5-CLUSTER: String matching alg.

























CRAY4-CLUSTER: String matching alg.






Fig. 50.: String matching weak scaling on (a) P5-cluster and (b) CRAY4.
occurrences is zero. In the worse case, both text and substring are composed of the
same character, maximizing the number of occurrences.
VII.4. NAS Parallel Benchmarks
The NAS Parallel Benchmarks are a set of programs derived from computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) applications and contain application kernels that exhibit different
computation and communication patterns. Importantly, NAS provides an implemen-
tation of the benchmarks, MPI applications written in Fortran and C. This allows us
to compare the performance of stapl against a common implementation. In these
results, we use NPB-MPI version 3.3. Various problems sizes (referred to as classes)
are specified ranging from small problems for development to problems large enough
to run on modern massively parallel systems. Since the problems sizes are fixed by
the benchmark specification, these experiments are a strong scaling study.
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VII.4.1. NAS EP
EP from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) begins by generating n pairs of random
numbers (using a deterministic algorithm specified in the standard). For each pair,
a small calculation is run to determine if it is a Gaussian pair. If they are, each
number in the pair is included in a pairwise global summation. Also accumulated is
data about which of 10 annulus rings each pair falls into. Global reductions of two
scalars and an array of annulus counts are included in the timed section, and known
reference values of the counts are used to validate the run.
The NAS provided MPI implementation is written in Fortran. It computes the
local pairs on each processor, and then uses a series of a mpi allreduce() calls
to compute the validation set. stapl employs the map reduce PARAGRAPH pattern to
specify the computation. Experiments were run on P5-cluster up to 512 processors
using gcc 4.5.2 and on CRAY4 up to 16,384 processors using gcc 4.5.1 (gfortran is
used for the NAS MPI code). In both cases, 30 iterations were executed on the
various processors counts to create the associated 95% confidence intervals for the
results. We show graphs for both scalability and execution time.
On P5-cluster, we ran the class B problem (n = 230) with the results shown in
Figure 51 and Figure 52. Both applications scale relatively well up to 256, though after
this NPB fails show a speedup; and the results become noisy, as can be seen by the
large error bars. In contrast, stapl maintains good scalability up to 512 processors,
the largest processor count we can run on this system. We have investigated why
NPB performs so poorly at higher processor counts, and it seems to be caused by
the three successive mpi allreduce() calls. Removing two of them seems to mitigate
the problem, but disallows the kernel from validating. As we will see in the CRAY4
results, NPB exhibits similar behavior at the higher processors counts we tested,
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Fig. 51.: NAS EP Class B scalability on P5-cluster.
though the effect is not as pronounced.
The stapl implementation exhibits a 21% sequential overhead on P5-cluster,
and this factor remains constant during the parallel runs. This overhead is not in the
initialization but rather in the main computation loop of the kernel. Though we have
not discovered the exact cause of this, it appears the different programming languages
cause the compiler to generate a slightly different set of instructions. However, due
the poor scalability of NPB, we do manage to outperform it in execution time at 512
processors.
We ran both the class C (n = 232) and class D (n = 236) problem sets onCRAY4.
The smaller class was run up to 2048 processors, and the results are shown in Fig-
ure 53 and Figure 54. For this class, the scalability of both approaches are similar
and NPB does not exhibit the problem seen on P5-cluster. Note that stapl again
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Fig. 52.: NAS EP Class B time on P5-cluster. Logarithmic in both axes.
sees a sequential overhead, this time measuring 47%. The class D results are shown
in Figure 55 and Figure 56. stapl scalability begins drop slightly above at 12K
processors. After this point NPB exhibits the same marked drop in performance,
again with large variability between the execution iterations. Due to the larger se-
quential overhead, however, stapl does not manage to surpass it in performance on
the processor counts considered in this experiment.
VII.4.2. NAS CG
The NAS CG benchmark estimates the largest eigenvalue of a symmetric positive
definite sparse matrix using the inverse power method. One step of the method
requires solving Az = x. This computation is accomplished through a sequence of calls
to the conjugate gradient method. Both the matrix size and the number iterations of
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Fig. 53.: NAS EP Class C scalability on CRAY4.


















Fig. 54.: NAS EP Class C time on CRAY4. Logarithmic in both axes.
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Fig. 55.: NAS EP Class D scalability on CRAY4.

















Fig. 56.: NAS EP Class D time on CRAY4. Logarithmic in both axes.
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1 auto q = A ∗ p ; // over loaded op c a l l s matvec
2 auto alpha = rho / inner p roduct (p , q ) ;
3 auto new z = z + alpha ∗ p ; // over loaded op c a l l s map func
4 auto new r = r − alpha ∗ q ;
5 auto new rho = inner p roduct ( new r , new r ) ;
6 auto beta = new rho / rho ;
7 auto new p = new r + beta ∗ p ;
Fig. 57.: stapl code for a single iteration of the conjugate gradient method.
the power method vary based on the problem class. The conjugate gradient method
is fixed at 25 iterations per power method step for all classes. The kernel is typical of
unstructured grid computations; and it employs a series of communications involving
the vector that test both reduction operations and irregular long distance messages,
via a transposition operation in the matrix-vector multiplication which occurs inside
every conjugate gradient iteration.
The NAS provided MPI implementation is written in Fortran, and employs the
common use of a two dimensional block matrix distribution; this allows each processor
to progress while only needing access to n/
√
p elements of the N size vector, signifi-
cantly reducing communication bandwidth costs. Written in approximately 1800 lines
of code, the implementation uses more sophisticated techniques then EP, employing
a series of nonblocking MPI calls to better hide communication latency. In short, it
mimics the efforts of a more sophisticated parallel application developer.
The stapl implementation is written as a composed PARAGRAPH using generic
algorithms such as the matrix-vector multiplication PARAGRAPH discussed in Sec-
tion III.3. A portion of the stapl implementation is show in Figure 57. The entire
application consists of 550 lines of code, and the pMatrix container uses the same 2D
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Fig. 58.: NAS CG Class B scalability on CRAY 6.
block matrix distribution as the NAS implementation, enabling the PARAGRAPH to em-
ploy similar communication optimizations. This kernel demands substantially more
of the PARAGRAPH Executor than previous experiments, as the top level PARAGRAPH
creates many nested task graphs during execution. For example, the Class B prob-
lem creates a total of 11,000 nested PARAGRAPHs, making incremental generation a
necessity.
We ran the Class B (N = 75, 000, Iter = 75) and the Class D (N = 150, 000,
Iter = 100) problems on CRAY 6. The smaller problem was executed on processor
counts up to 256 processor, while the latter began at that count and was studied
up to 16,384 processors. For these and all other CG experiments, 30 iterations were
executed at each data point to create the associated 95% confidence intervals for the
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Fig. 59.: NAS CG Class B time on CRAY 6. Logarithmic in both axes.
results. We show graphs for both scalability and execution time.
On CRAY 6, stapl exhibits 8% sequential overhead relative to the NAS im-
plementation. For the Class B problem (see Figures 58 and 59) this overhead holds
for all processor counts, except at 64 processors where this rises to 15% and causes
stapl scalability to suffer slightly. We will discuss possible causes of this behavior
when we explain the Class D results. For this problem class, though, the performance
of stapl overall closely mirrors that of the NAS MPI version.
The Class D experiments are shown in Figures 60 and 61. We begin at 256
processors, with stapl exhibiting similar overhead as in Class B results. However, the
trend does not hold, with the two code reaching parity at 1,024 processors and stapl
slightly outperforming NAS at 4,096 processors. This is not completely unexpected, as
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Fig. 60.: NAS CG Class D scalability on CRAY 6.
the PARAGRAPH specification should enable the PARAGRAPH Executor to better overlap
communication and computation than its NAS counterpart. However, the scalability
gap closes again at 16,384 processors as stapl has a relative drop in performance,
returning to approximately 8% slower.
We are investigating the source of the performance aberration stapl sees at the
highest processor count on CRAY 6 Class D (and similarly below on P5-cluster).
On CRAY 6, the torus interconnect gives each node 6 links for incoming MPI con-
nections: two in the X and Z dimensions and one in the Y dimension. When posting
a non-blocking MPI receive request (i.e. MPI Irecv()), which both implementations
do, corresponding requests must be posted on all links where that message may ar-
rive. The NAS implementation explicitly computes the source processor from which
a destination expects to receive a message. Thus, the message need only be posted
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Fig. 61.: NAS CG Class D time on CRAY 6. Logarithmic in both axes.
on one link. ARMI in contrast, to support arbitrary communication patterns, posts
its receives with the MPI ANY SOURCE tag. While this allows it to receive messages
from unknown senders, it causes inefficiencies, as this request must be posted on all
incoming links. Referred to as ”promiscuous” receives, they complicate the internal
MPI reception protocol as additional care must be taken to properly matches these
replicated posted receives with the single receive requested by the MPI user. Initials
tests suggest that removing or at least reducing these types of receives will remove at
least some of the overhead stapl sees in these cases. As the PARAGRAPH Executor of-
ten has this exact communication information, we are working to develop an interface
with ARMI that allow us express this additional knowledge the runtime system.
We also ran the Class B problem on P5-cluster, and the results are shown in
Figures 62 and 63. The behavior is similar to the Class D experiment on CRAY 6,
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Fig. 62.: NAS CG Class B scalability on P5-cluster.
with stapl outperforming NAS at the 64 processor level. However, the reversal at
the highest processor count is more pronounced here, with a running time difference
of 28%, as opposed to 11% in the sequential case.
VII.5. PDT - Discrete-Ordinates Particle Transport
In this section, we describe an application written in stapl from the nuclear engi-
neering domain and show performance results on CRAY4. PDT solves the discrete-
ordinates particle transport problem [2] which can be briefly described as follows.
Given:
1. A domain in an N-dimensional space made of known materials,
2. An initial flow of particles through the domain at a starting time,
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Fig. 63.: NAS CG Class B time on P5-cluster. Logarithmic in both axes.
3. An initial set of sources generating particles inside the domain, and
4. Knowledge about the behavior at the domain boundary,
Compute: the flow of particles at a later point in time for every point in the spatial
domain.
In PDT, the discretized spatial domain is represented by a pGraph. A series of
sweep PARAGRAPHs are generated from starting points in this domain. In Figure 64, we
show a two dimensional example of the pGraph representation of the spacial domain,
and in Figure 65 we depict the associated task graphs.
We have designed an artificial input for PDT that allows us to perform a weak
scaling study. It employs a three dimensional spatial domain which is partitioned
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Fig. 65.: Task graphs generated for the set of directions and spatial domain.
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and eight instances of these in a manner specifying that they can be run concurrently.
We focus on the performance of this composed sweep operation as it is the majority
of the execution time in other applications solving the same problems.
Due to the nature of the problem, exact weak scaling behavior (i.e, execution
time at varying processor counts remains constant) is not expected, as communication
fundamentally increases with the growth in processors. Hence it is expected that exe-
cution time of an experiment in this study must increase as the number of processors
increases. Our collaborators model this behavior, determining an expected running
time based on the processor count, problem input characteristics, and estimations of
the communication costs on the target architecture. This model estimates a lower
bound on execution time for our experiments, and does not include estimates for the
overhead of the PARAGRAPH Executor.
Figure 66 shows the execution time of PDT on CRAY4 and the estimated ex-
ecution time produced from the model. The execution times we observe follow the
same trend predicted by the model with overhead at most of 9% occurring at 2,048
processors. The overhead does increase slightly as the processor count increases. This
is somewhat expected in the current experimental setup, as the method to scale the
problem to larger processor counts causes the number of tasks that the PARAGRAPH
generates on each processor to be greater (while the work per task decreases). There-
fore the amount of bookkeeping the PARAGRAPH Executor must do is greater. We
are working with our collaborators to either improve the model to account for this
task increase or alternatively to modify the experimental setup to remove the need
for these additional tasks.
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Fig. 66.: Weak scaling of PDT on CRAY4.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Parallel programming has become increasingly important in mainstream computing,
as multiprocessor and multicore architectures continue to increase in both availability
and processing element counts. Furthermore, in high performance computing, the
need to solve larger and more complex problems has pushed the definition of massively
parallel systems to higher and higher levels, a trend that appears will continue for
some time. To effectively harness the capabilities of these new architectures, new
programming paradigms are needed that enable users to productively develop efficient
parallel applications.
stapl is being developed with this goal in mind. Once of its key design decisions
is to utilize task graph composition as the programming model to construct new
algorithms and applications. The PARAGRAPH infrastructure allows developers to focus
on expressing the fundamental parallelism and data dependences in the applications,
without worrying about lower level issues such as data locality, work distribution,
and dependence enforcement. In this dissertation, we have presented the mechanisms
the PARAGRAPH Executor employs to map these task graph specifications to a target
architecture in a efficient and scalable manner.
We began by providing some new insight into the dependence specification prob-
lem, presenting an approach that removes non-fundamental synchronizations, allow-
ing task graph initialization and execution to occur simultaneously. Related to this
relaxed ordering is support for incremental graph generation, removing the need to
have the fully specified task graph ever exist at once in its entirety. We then describe a
taxonomy of workfunctions that can be used to populate this hierarchical task graph,
providing a unified model for task and data parallelism.
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In the implementation description, we showed how our event driven architecture
allows both task creation and task execution to drive changes in the edge container,
the primary data structure responsible for dependence enforcement, value propaga-
tion, and task retirement. These activities employ the task identifier directory, which
allows the edge container to operate in an environment where tasks are dynamically
positioned in the system based on runtime conditions. Finally, the runtime scheduler
manages the set of active task graphs, scheduling tasks for execution and determining
when a graph has finished execution so that its remaining allocated resources can be
reclaimed.
We next discussed two important PARAGRAPH Executor optimizations that at-
tempt to minimize data access costs. Task placement combats latency by migrating
computation near the data it operates on, employing a customizable policy to guide
this activity. Second, view localization removes the overhead associated with dis-
tributed memory address translation, detecting when more direct access to elements
can be safely utilized. Then, in the evaluation chapter, we explore the performance
of our task graph infrastructure. We demonstrate that stapl algorithms and appli-
cations specified using PARAGRAPHs to create high level task graphs can be efficiently
mapped onto modern parallel systems. The combination of the approaches presented
in the dissertation enable scalable performance at a high degree of parallelism.
There are several promising avenues for future work in the PARAGRAPH Executor.
First, it would be interesting to implement some of the other edge specification ap-
proaches discussed in Section IV.2.3. Both the relative performance of the associated
edge container implementations and the change in the expression of task graphs by
workfunctions merit further investigation.
As suggested earlier, modifying the edge container to operate in a hierarchical
manner should not prove difficult and presents some interesting opportunities. Cor-
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responding changes would need to be made to the identifier directory. Together,
they should enable us to better adapt to the various levels of the memory hierar-
chy and communication subsystems on a target machine. Neighborhoods of locations
could aggregate requests, reducing bandwidth utilization in the system. Furthermore,
grouping requests from multiple locations in this way may allow us to determine some
structure in the task graph and optimize the way notifications are disseminated.
However, perhaps most importantly, future work should aim to increase the flow
of information from the PARAGRAPH specification to the PARAGRAPH Executor and the
stapl runtime system. We have already identified some traits such as view access
modifiers that aid us in our optimization efforts. It is important to identify additional
contextual description that is reasonable and appropriate for developers to provide
that can inform implementation specializations at the lower level. Appropriately
defining this interaction between application specification and execution will not only
increase performance, but further promote a separation of concerns needed for higher
productivity in the development of parallel programs.
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